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ally well organised (a phone and a 
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Enjoys Meeting People etc etc
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already into advertising, you'll find  
that your cut is better than just 
about anywhere else.
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talk to Donald on 332 5915 or get 
out your crayons and scribble some­
thing to: P.O. Box 156, NO RW O O D, 
S.A. 5067 very soon. Roadrunner 
is on the way up - w ouldn't you just 
love to be part of the twisted bunch 
of crazies that passes for The Team?
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The festival season is almost upon us, 
the cricket season is upon us (although 
the Woodville Council has assured that 
the only circus at West Lakes this summer 
w ill be o f the rock'n'roll variety — World 
series cricket w ill be strictly an indoor 
spectator sport for Adelaidians), and 
of course the season of big open air 
concerts is about to get under way in 
earnest. The list o f big names coming to 
Australia is already huge — Chicago, 
Rod Stewart, La Ronstadt. The Eagles,
The Stones......For the dedicated few at
the fron t these concerts will probably be 
a worthwile experience but the vast 
majority are not going to be able to see 
or hear properly. If the performers 
really cared about the audience who buy 
their records and pay to see them play 
then they should play a number of indoor 
performances. They might not make the 
same pro fit on the tour that they make 
now but I'm sure they would leave a 
better feeling behind them than they do 
now......Elvis Costello opened his tour in
Sydney at the State Theatre earlier this 
month. A fter performing for an hour he 
left the stage and didn't come back for 
the encore the crowd demanded. A mini 
rio t ensued and $2000 worth of damage 
was inflicted on the theatre. The reason 
Costello cannot do any extra concerts 
here is that he is due to play a concert 
in London on December 18 (the last 
Australian concert is in Adelaide on the 
12th). Costello's new album, scheduled 
fo r January release is to be called "Armed 
Forces". Track listing is Side One: "Acc­
idents Will Happen", "Senior Service", 
"Oliver's A rm y", "Big Boys", "Green 
Shirt", "Party G irl"; Side Two: "Goon 
Squad", "Busy Bodies", "Sunday's Best", 
"Moods For Moderns", "Chemistry 
Class", and "Two Little Hitlers". Costello 
was going to call his last album "L ittle  
H itler" but Nick Lowe heard the title 
and wrote a song of the same name 
which appeared on Lowe's "Jesus Of
Cool" elpee......News from New York is
that Sid Vicious is to be defended by hot 
shot lawyer F. Lee Bailey who was 
Patty Hearst's lawyer in her much public­
ised trial a few years back. In London, 
meanwhile, the Clash, and possibly Public 
Image — J. Lydon's new band — w ill be 
doing benefits fo r Sid to  raise money for 
his legal fees......Public Image Ltd's debut
album is set fo r early January release by 
Wizard Records. The front cover features 
the four band members each on the front 
cover of famous magazines — Time, 
Rolling Stone...Roadrunner? Maybe 
...Following close on its heels w ill be the 
release of "The Great Rock'n'Roll 
Swindle" double album, featuring the rest 
o f the Sex Pistols and directed by Mal­
colm McLaren......Highlight o f last
month's live action around Adelaide was 
the first appearance in S.A. of Paul 
Kelly and the Dots. The band's lineup is
Paul Kelly, vocals, John Lloyd, drums 
(both ex-High Rise Bombers), Chris 
Langham, guitar (ex-Parachute) and Paul 
Gatsby, bass. Chris Worrall, who recently 
left Stiletto is joining the band in the very 
near future. His place in Stiletto is being 
taken by another ex-High Rise Bomber, 
Chris Dyson. Rumours that Sally Ford, 
another ex-High Rise Bomber, is joining 
Jo Jo Zep to play sax with Jo Jo Zep
and Wilbur Wilde are not true..... Young
Modern , fresh from their support at the 
Sherbert concert at the Festival Theatre, 
are o ff to Sydney for two weeks o f gigs. 
The first gig is supporting the Angels 
at the Bondi Lifesaver. Talk about in at 
the deep end! 2JJ are apparently giving 
their single "She's Got The Money"
airplay......Another Adelaide band, the
U-Bombs, have their first single released 
this month. It's a maxi-single, the A-side 
being "Give Me A Medal", and the other 
side containing "What's Your Problem"
and "The New And IMproved"..... News
from Melbourne is that the Leisure- 
masters, an ockerbilly combo which 
evolved from the Autodrifters, have 
split up and Ross Hannaford, ex-Daddy 
Cool and Billy T is back in town and is 
forming a purist reggae band. Apparently 
Ross is still looking for a bass player 
so if there are any budding bassists
reading this, get in touch with Ross......
The first of the year's novelty Christmas 
singles came out on Mushroom at the 
beginning of the month. It's called 
"Death To Disco" and it's by Dave and 
the Derro's ( in actual fact, 3XY DJs 
David Jones and Nigel Haines). The track 
was produced by Nightmoves compere 
Lee Simon and all royalties and proceeds 
from sales w ill be donated to the annual
Apex Christmas Toy Appeal......During
the recent visit to Adelaide by Johnny 
Kannis and the Hitmen it came to light 
that there is a whole unreleased album of 
Birdman stuff recorded at Rockfield 
Studios in the U.K.. It looked like it was 
going to stay that way for between 
recording and the band breaking up, 
after a tour with the Flamin' Groovies 
at was successful everywhere except 
London, Sire Records, Birdman's record 
label, changed distribution from Poly­
gram to WEA. Polygram paid for the 
recording but couldn't distribute, while 
WEA didn't really feel like buying the 
tapes from Polygram as the band had 
broken up. The situation now is that the 
album is going to be released in a limited 
edition by certain members of the band 
and w ill be available from selected 
record stores in each state. TRafalgar, 
who released the original "Radio's 
Appear" have some good quality live 
tapes of the band which could also see
the light of day early in the new year......
The Saints' last album, "Prehistoric 
Sounds" w ill not be released locally by 
EMI. It is available only as an English
import. Rather ridiculous isn't it?......
Adelaide band Breakfast of Champions 
are undertaking a C.l.T.Y. sponsored 
country tour this month (see gig guide 
for details). The band have been finding 
it d ifficu lt to get work in the Adelaide 
pubs and are organising their own (as is 
the Rock Musicians Committee at the
Burnside Town Hall)..... Well, that's all
from your friendly, flappy-eared scab 
for this year — see you in 1979!
ROCKIN' 
RHYTHM 
'N'BLUES
Move It On Over. George Thorogood & The Destroyers.
After a debut album that took the industry and rhythm & 
blues fens by surprise, comes a follow-up from George 
Thorogood & The Destroyers.
"Move It On Over" features ten fracks with George laying 
it down solid every time. There's songs by Chuck Berry, Bo 
Diddley, Elmore James, Johnny Cash, Hank Williams 
& Brownie McGhee. "Move It On Over" — rockin' 
rhythm & blues. The second album from George Thorogood & 
The Destroyers.
STOCKADE DISTRIBUTED BYRCil
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STAR
I have a memory of Elvis Costello. It is of the 
end of the Stiffs' live concert (which featured 
at least four other certified genuises, namely 
Nick Lowe Dave Edmunds, Ian Dury and 
Wreckless Eric) at Bath University, England, 
last year. The concert had ended with everyone 
who had performed that evening joining Ian 
Dury and the Blockheads for an indescribable 
roaring of Dury's good times anthem, "Sex, 
Drugs and Rock'n'RoM" which completely 
demolished both musicians and audience.
While the Stiffs had been whipping up a storm inside, 
o l' Ma Nature had been cooking up a pretty n ifty  one 
of her own outside , and as we emerged from the audit­
orium the rain was sheeting down and lightning was 
playing around the buildings. It d idn't really matter — 
everyone was too exhausted and buzzing to want to 
do anything else much in a hurry. But as I was sitting 
on the fligh t o f stairs leading to the upstairs bar, who 
should walk underneath me but the New King himself.
I remember thinking at the time, if that man hadn't 
just given one of the most intense, powerful and ex­
citing performances I had ever seen, I probably wouldn't 
have given him a second glance. Dressed in a shapeless 
old raincoat he certainly d idn't look like a STAR. He 
didn't stay very long and no-one came up to talk to  him 
while he stood and watched the lightning and rain. 
But the whole thing left me with the overrriding impress­
ion of Elvis Costello, the ordinary person.
Now a lo t has been written in the press, BY the press, 
about Elvis' anti-press attitude. Reports of Costello's 
manager, Jake Riviera, beating up journalists and throw­
ing photographers down stairs have achieved wide circ­
ulation, usually w ithout Riviera's side of the story, 
and it has also been widely publicised that Costello w ill 
have nothing to do with the press while he is on tour 
here. The reason for this attitude lies not I th ink with an 
anti press attitude per se, but with Elvis' anti-STAR 
stance. And if you adopt an anti-STAR attitude in the 
musik bizniz, then you are attacking the foundation 
of the present day industry. The industry thrives on 
Stars — they sell records, they sell magazines, T-shirts,
badges, posters......But the pressure on the person
who is deemed the Star is intenSe, sometimes so intense 
that the person actually becomes the image that has 
been created fo r him or her.
It is obvious from things that Costello has said that 
he doesn't want to be a Star and doesn't see himself 
as such. He prefers to remain as much a person as poss­
ible.
Costello's career to date has been brilliantly managed 
by Jake Riviera co-founder of S tiff Records (with Dave
Robinson) and now, with Andrew Lauder, in Radar 
Records, Costello's record company. A combination 
of superb media promotion (all of Costello's ads and 
film  clips have had the stamp of Class on them) plus 
just a few selected interviews (two with Nick Kent 
of the New Musical Express, one with America's Creem 
music magazine and not many more) Riviera has manag­
ed to create a very strong public image of Costello
I I
 ̂I ̂
(Mr Revenge and Guilt/Angry Young Man/The Mystery 
Man) w ithout Costello having very much to do at all 
with the media. And if Riviera is sometimes zealous 
in his protection of his charge it is perhaps because he 
doesn't want his masterplan upset.
The masterplan (total world domination by 1980? — 
Riviera's management company is called Riviera Global 
Enterprises) is going very well indeed at the present 
moment. Costello is the only vaguely New Wave act 
to make any impression on the American market to 
date. Although the Sex Pistols gained a lot of press 
coverage on their U.S. tour, their album only made it 
to  108 on the Billboard Hot 200 and really most people 
saw them as a news item rather than a musical force. 
The approach with Costello has been a lot more subtle. 
As a result he has penetrated a lot deeper in the U.S. 
(and Australia for that matter).
In South Australia, for example, "Pump It Up" is 
currently the longest charting single in both the 5KA 
and BAD top forties, having been in the charts for 20
TREK
weeks. The main reason for its longevity is that it 
has been picked up by the discos (the rapid rise of 
Plastic Bertrand's "Ca Plane Pour M oi" — top ten 
at the moment here in Adelaide — can be put down to 
the same reason). It's quite ironic in a way that Costello 
should ride the disco wave, seeing as he first came to 
prominence riding on the crest of the New Wave. But 
is shows that quality can win out, whatever the means.
The new single "Radio, Radio" shows that Costello 
is not about to abuse his new found success. He still
wants to "bite the hand that feeds......"  and it takes a
brave person to assert that "Radio is in the hands of 
such a lot of fools /  Trying to anesthetise the way that 
you feel". It won't make him any friends among the 
radio station programmers in this country, and I'm 
pretty sure it w ill have a negligible effect on the quality
of the stations' output. BUT..... if it gets played, and it
is already getting airplay on the big commercial stations 
in Sydney, maybe it w ill set a few more people thinking 
about most of the sounds polluting the airwaves at the 
moment.
I've concentrated mainly in this piece on Costello's 
relationship with the industry that he is part o f and 
devoted little  space to his actual writing and music. 
I've done this because I think that relationship has much 
wider implications that one man and his music can have 
these days. But, o f course, if Costello didn't have any­
thing much to say, lyrically or musically, the attitude 
he has adopted would be much less interesting.
The most impressive thing about Costello's output 
is its sheer scope. The guy can write everything from 
wistful love songs, as with "A lison" and "L ittle  Trig­
gers" to anti-fascist songs like "Less Than Zero" and 
"Night Rally". Musically as well he covers some 
ground — from 60s' pastiche ("The Beat"), to reggae 
("Watching The Detectives") to country and western 
("Radio Sweetheart") to punk ("Mystery Dance").
Having certified wonderboy producer Nick Lowe 
on the team has obviously been a big factor in making 
two such excellent albums as "M y Aim Is True" and 
"This Year's Model", but El's backing band. The 
Attractions, have also done their bit. Bass guitarist 
Bruce Thomas, especially deserves mention for his 
thudding, looping bass lines while Steve Naive's quirky 
keyboarding and Pete Thomas' solid drumming round 
o ff what is really a very tight sound.
If the tape of Costello and the Attractions live in 
Toronto that I have is any indication at all of the band's 
live performance, then I think Australian concertgoers 
are in for a treat. Charlies Shaar Murray, reviewing 
the concert for the NME , called "The Concert — A 
Holocaust In Miscocosm"(duh, dat means he liked it,
I fink) and finished o ff saying that everyone else would 
have to double their speed just to choke on Elvis' dust.
It's rare indeed for an act on the up-and-up to grace 
Australia's shores. They are usually washed up has-beens 
(The Beach Boys) or crushing megagiants (Rod Stewart, 
ELO, Fleetwood Mac). I reckon the Costello concerts 
are going to be the best value concerts this year. Don't 
miss this year's model!
-  DONALD ROBERTSON
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Well, so you were in town on November 25 
doing your Chrissie shopping and minding your 
own business when from the comer of your 
eye you notice this weird fella on stilts — 
vvhat's more he's got a couple of old friends 
with him — some down on a unicyde and a 
school teacher type. When you looted around 
a bit there were some characters with sandwich 
boards on. Well, you're not shy, so you went up 
to one of the pad<-of-card types and asked him 
what the sign 5???-FM was dl about? Right?
Well if you didn't and then if you didn't 
follow the merry band of strangers down to 
the East End of Runcfle Street, then you miss- 
aed a great little street rage. The Warm Jets 
blasting from the balcony of the Exeter Hotel; 
John Bannon, the state government's Commun­
ity Development Minister, handing over a 
cheque for $10,000 and the launching of the 
— wait for it — call-sign for Adelaide's new
FM MUSIC STATION......on a 1500 cubic
foot zeppdin......5IVMVI-FM. As Bannon ripped
his shirt off macho-style to remove the blank 
paper covering the call-sign, up it went — 
The Red Zd^pelin
The Fted Zed is the centrepiece of 
BMMM-FIVTs attempts to get itself known
FLYING WITH 
THE RED ZED
around town before going to air in the middle 
of next year. The new station will be playing 
the full range of non-commercial "progressive" 
music — folk. Jazz, rock, reggae. New Wave, 
metal, thump......you name it!
The Red Zed was purchased from Captain 
Ctarlight of Mylor with a donation from the 
Exeter Hotel and owning it, according to 
5MMM-FM (Progressive Music Broadcasting 
Association) chairperson Ian Chance "is like 
being in charge of an old rogue elephant". 
{Since the November 25 launching, he says, 
the Red 2eA has tried to exterminate itself 
several times by heaving itself against buildings 
in the late November Adelaide gales. It's 
also been threatened with prosecution for tres­
passing. Preparations are currently being 
made to have the Zed tethered permanently 
from the rcx}f of the Exeter Hotel, where it 
will remain for the term of its natural life — 
in the case of this type of blimp, about three 
nxxiths. It will fly about 180 feet off the 
ground, so you should be able to get a gcxxl 
view from ycxir basement flat in Reynella, 
from whence you shcxild also, in six nxxrths 
or so, be able to pick up Adelaide's first stereo 
FM music station (the transmitter for the 
station will bcxxn exit the signal frexn the top 
of Mount Lofty). ^
What's more, it's going to be a dennocratic 
station — a celebration indeed, after years 
and earsful of the tired old commercial stat­
ions that somehow always seem to end up
playing the same 40 over and over. If ycxi're 
into music or derrxxracy or both, you can 
join up now for five bucks and get your butt 
into the action. The PMBA has got about 
four groups working the varicxis areas of 
planning — publicity, technical, fundraising 
and programming. They've got, according to 
their schedule, seven months to find a building, 
fill it, raise the money to pay for it and get 
together the initial batch of programs. If ycxj 
happen to be an Adelaide band, it would be 
worth getting in now and showing your inter­
est because the PMBA says one oif its chief 
progrsunming ideas will be to run live and 
pre-recorded Adelaide concerts and gigs 
on the air.
While you're waiting — or working — for the 
station to happen, you can also pick up on 
the PMBA gigs that are being run periodically. 
The next one's called "New Ears Eve" and 
its on at the Burnside Town Hall, guess when? 
The baixk will be Young Modern, the Warm, 
Jets and Soka (the upcoming reggae group), 
with other unspecified attractions. Food and 
cheap grog provided, tickets available from 
the PMBA, first floor, 240 Bundle Street, 
Adelaide, phone 223 3016.
who was reported to have been 
interested in (don't you know) 
interested in (yes) Highbrow For Nancy Punk Low
sad and masochisms
and in hitting up high on the charts
one Sidney Vicious solo
one John Simon Ritchie
in a one man acting
it out whatever
it was
was was reported in black bra and briefs and 
knife
still sticking out of her body (yes) 
when the cops were called 
to murder rap Vicious 
who recalled 
nothing.
Ah! If only it were a highbrow dagger 
and the ghost of an old fool's 
teeth he'd smashed in, 
now behind the arras, 
passe, saying (yes) 
to thine own self be true
-  GRAHAM ROWLANDS
who was reported using (don't you know)
drugs (yes) not scag or smack or stuff
and a girlfriend (yes) friend(yes)
of one Sidney Vicious
coming down and
coming off
no charts
P ark ing  th e  tig er
I'll catch that smile if I can 
(after all it's something new) 
softens the edges round those eyes 
— those steel mirrors that 
catch the light 
— just so— 
as you crystallize 
the people's craving for 
SOMEONE SPECIAL
Sux PistuI is viciouSf says press
Green hair illuminated the street filled 
hotel room that night, 
two smacked out kids lay thinking, 
lying on each other's pain.
Sid Vicious going his way, 
blissed, half conscious, rock star, 
cigarette and razor wounds all healed.
And Nancy, going her way
to the bathroom, vomit pouring from a belly
punctured like a tyre.
as she watched the black turn red, 
the favorite colors of an anarchist.
Nancy, being anarchistic in the U S. of A., 
made a mess, almost in public 
her strip queen knickers soiled.
The papers, in bold headlines, looked askance 
reporting "Sex Pistol on murder charge' 
As if they knew.
only the stains on the carpet 
mark her entry to the hall of fame.
A Prussian visitor to 
the Cafe Royale — 
between elegant seasons on 
the end of a microphone — 
you've still got that 
fin de siecle finess (that 
lift to the eyebrows — 
very blonde) but 
the mystery's faded (cashed in 
for Pounds and Marks on 
Saturday night)
There wasn't any aching for the groupie, 
her veins were filled with pleasure
Sid flaked out his way, 
in a snowstorm of media dandruff, 
confetto for a hero's safe return. 
Nancy faded out
Sid Vicious, too polite to kill 
rots in gaol
thinking he would have gone for 
Nancy's throat
if he hadn't been slagged from the scag.
Nancy in another world 
prays for a punk.
She knows the truth, remembers Ronald Biggs
and another
Rock and Roll Swindle
-  JENNY BOULT
and that smile boy / that new smile 
(the latest bait)
your face opens like a steel trap 
but I can see you've got fillings — 
and somewhere between that 
smile and the microphone 
(those even teeth) 
there's something real hard 
— it would cut ice.
-  DONNA M AEGRAITH
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Never again at The Oval«««
Well, there it was, height discrimin­
ation and rampant sardinism, but overall 
it was worth it. Impressions w ill vary 
as usual according to lines of sight (if 
any), preconceptions and such, but the 
chance to "see”  The Man in person 
was enough to draw 'round 18,000 
people and hold most (that I could see) 
in awe. But this Bowie tour is a strange 
creature - too many things left unsaid 
and too much limp waffle in its place. 
Such a statement needs explaining, so 
back to the beginning.
Bowie lands in Sydney on a jet with one 
engine kaput (much fun for he who had just 
conquered the fear of flying) and greets the 
waiting vehicle of traditional stars with suit­
able disdain and resignation. Mainstream press, 
not having figured (or heard) Bowie's rejection 
of the overblown "rock'n'roll circus", inter­
pret his actions as some sort of snobbery 
and decide Peter "rivalling-the-Osmonds-for- 
niceness" Frampton is more to their taste. If 
you didn't read the subsequent article (small) 
in the News, you missed nothing, David stays 
in Sydney for a week only giving two 45 min­
ute press conferences and gadding about 
incognito between appointments — 10 points 
scoored for sightings in restaurants and an 
extra bonus for shoulder contact in the loo. 
Mainstream press blow their precious time with 
classic stale questions leaving real journalists 
with minimal information to pass on and little 
time left to come to grips with this "star" 
who was only too willing to chat honestly 
about almost anything. Press handling in gener­
al seems well and truly stuffed by the lot 
responsible for the task — a pity, no, a gross 
annoyance.
Back In Adelaide no-one's much the wiser 
over Bowie's current state of mind — no 
wonder, the misconceptions are building 
thicker than Zippy's make-up. The Person 
arrives in Adelaide. No interviews but more 
gadding about the countryside in a borrow­
ed four-wheel-drive (two bonuses and a rasp­
berry for catching Bowie changing a tyre). 
The stage and the arena are being set while 
faithful ticket clutchers begin to queue and are 
rewarded for theirpatience with a slab of re­
hearsing and soundchecking by the whole 
band. The appointed time draws near and the 
sardinism begins. OK, so we've seen bigger 
crowds, but that doesn't help much when 
you're in the thick of things. The annoyance of 
the pushing and the pushing in is lightened a 
little by a large-mouthed comedian selling 
home-made wholesome goodies (apple pie 
and cream sure beats hotdogs and chicko rolls 
by a long suck on the sauce bottle).
Cutting through much crowd obnoxiousness 
(nice middle class citizens aren't we all) and a 
sadly unsatisfying support performance by our 
very own Angels (some insensitive yobs even 
booed), we come to the main events. Before the 
actual appearance we are for once treated with 
some quite appropriate taped music — Eno's 
last solo album "Before and After Science", 
ever-lovable Iggy POp's latest live effort and 
Lou Reed's "Transformer" with Bowie and 
Mick,Ronson popping in the old cute harm­
onies.
The band enter like a casual tennis crowd and 
"Warsawa" lurches in. Some poor fool behind 
me keeps screaming "Bring On Bowie!" but I 
didn't have the heart to shout back the obvious 
reply. What other elfin creature could look 
so irresistable while merely standing behind 
this synthesier table, occasionally smiling 
softly at the gaping eyes before him. 
Documenting the song list is less important 
than commenting on the overall shape 
and feel of the performance. The Voice is in 
fine form, getting higher, lower and with 
more guts than on the live album "Stage", 
and the movements, the expressions — no-one 
could be quite like this magnet shuffling 
about the stage. From where I'm standing 
between the two towers of scaffolding (lights 
and mixing), the crowd seem divided into those 
staring in fascination, motionPess, and those 
bouncing about a bit, but never enough to 
lose track of what's happening on stage.
At the same time as I see these reactions, I 
also realise that there are many here among 
us who can't see much at all, punishment for 
being below the average height. I notice the 
hundreds of reflecting binocular eyes studding 
the distant grandstand, which by the way 
is mostly metal and acting as a reasonable 
echo machine. The lighting is brilliant — Bowie 
swimming in pastel dots or being glared silou- 
ette against the fluorescent strips behind — 
but I can't help feeling that things would be so 
much better inside the Festival Theatre. 
Realising the defects of the overall situation 
could be quite distracting, if it weren't for the 
continual chop and change; old song, new song, 
instrumental etc — well constructed sets with 
heaps of Ziggy material early in part two of 
the show, crunchily executed, later material 
all over the place and a rivetting encore brack­
et. The only non-original is the grinning (haunt­
ing) rendition of "Moon of Alabama" which 
leaves me wishing for more surprises, but no 
such luck. The audience seems to like the show 
and I think one would be a trifle overcynical 
not to believe that Bowie is having fun being 
himself for once, giving a very open-handed 
performance.
As usual, all things must pass and so comes 
the snailpace exit, sardinestyle (thus we came 
into this world and thus we leave). This sort of
pressure isn't as bad as standing on your toes 
for the whole $12.50 performance, but then 
one usually leaves such concerts in a slight 
daze anyway. After the sandwich comes the 
drive home and the wait to see what the critics 
have to say. By the article in the Sunday 
Mail next morning. I'd be surprised if the 
person responsible actually went to the concert. 
Two pictures of posing juveniles taken outside 
the oval (a bad representation of an extremely 
varied audience) and some dribble about low 
attendance — useless information giving a be­
littling impression of a good performance
Later, mainstream press reports tend to be 
similarly non-committal, making me seriously 
ponder the possibility of a conspiracy. I haven't 
met one person since the concert who could 
pass Bowie off as anything below par although 
there have been many comments about the 
stupid choice of venue,. But well know the 
big business game, don't we "kids"? Anyway, 
the onlv thina this faithful concerteer has left 
to hope for is the chance to see Bowie again, 
somehow, somewhere, sometime.
-  PETER JOLLY
1978 has seen all female bands Stiletto 
and Flying Tackle take on male members. 
No longer are they womens bands 
playing positive, powerful music, they 
have become mixed groups and as such 
their political message has become con­
fused.
The image is no longer one of women-rock, 
more like just another band. Does this mean 
that all-female bands are on the wane? 
Has the moon woman reached for during 
International Women's Year really escaped 
their grasp? On the surface it might seem that 
way, but Adelaide loungerooms and practice 
venues are rolling with the sounds of woman- 
rock. Non-oppressive energy music. And about 
time.
1979 should see at least two all female bands 
on the Adelaide scene. The chances are that 
they will get the gigs, and hopefully will be 
playing regularly. The female bands that once 
played in Adelaide have all disbanded, but the 
tide is turning. Visiting bands have played to 
capacity crowds at an assortment of venues 
From Stiletto at the Arkaba to Sheila and 
Flying Tackle at on-campus venues and femin­
ist functions, as well as pubs.
The two most promising bands in preparation 
are almost ready for their public. Foreign 
Body, a seven piece band (this includes a 
mixer and roadie as members) and an as yet 
unnamed band, want to be playing local pubs 
by early next year. Personality hassles — the 
often quoted .eason for bands splitting up — 
have been sorted out and the members are
RISE UP, RISE UP!
committed to rock. They want to play, I want 
to hear them. Rock ori, 1979!
Both bands anticipate that they will have 
a strong feminist following, but they will not 
confine themselves to women-only venues. 
Their music is rock, strong music, energy 
music. They are, of course, very different, 
as different as two bands can be. They want to 
be recognised as musicians in their own right, 
not as "spunky chicks" or sex symbols, man- 
haters or support artists. They play the music 
they want to play.
All-female rock groups are generally promoted 
as novelty acts, or to set audiences such as
women's dances, times are changing. Both 
Foreign Body and the unnamed band will be 
playing whenever they can and this includes 
women-only venues. So, when you see the 
posters advertising all-female bands in 1979, 
don't expect the Runaways, or anything else 
vaguely approaching male musical fantasy. 
These women are together musicians, able to 
play whatever they want to play. I'm looking 
forward to a great year for Adelaide rock.
Women wanting to meet other women into 
rock music can contact the Women In Music 
Collective through the Women's Art Movement, 
phone 223 1809.
-J E N N Y  BOULT
HITMEN
Since they wre last in Adelaide, the 
Hitmen have changed line-up. Phil Somm- 
erville now plays bass and Ivor Hayes 
(ex-Saints) plays drums.
The sound has filled out and, with the add­
ition of new material from guitarists Chris 
Masuak and Warwick Gilbert (both ex-Birdman) 
the band is doing fewer cover versions. They are 
still a great dance band as all those who 
couldn't stay off the dance floor for "Shake 
Some Action" will testify. Musical influences 
vary from the Flamin Groovies to Blue 
Oyster Cult which are assimilated into the 
Hitmen's own sound solid, using lots of 
vocal harmonies but difficult to classify. Ivor 
says of the band " It combines thn best elem­
ents of the Saints and Birdman without the 
Stigma attached to both".
However, despite the experience of the mem­
bers, they are being treated as any other new 
band in Sydney and promoters are waiting to 
see how well they draw crowds. (They had 
played only five gigs together before they 
came to Adelaide). They drew 800 people 
in Whyalla but were disappointed with the 
crowd size in Adelaide this time around.
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Musical Hire Service
Pty Ltd
THE LARGEST HIRE SERVICE
Sales of Fender. Gibson. Ibane/ Guilars Altec. Htone Speakers. Fender. Acoustic. Peavv Amps.
One of the largest Hire Services for Amp­lifiers. P..\.'s. Microphones, Guitars' Drums. Flectric Pianos. Fcho-Units.
SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR WORK
231WAYMOUTH ST. ADELAIDE ph 513575
''head for the hills ERÊNAST p l u s
n
the 
stroel<*hoii* ••
C IIKISTMAS SHOW
live at Mt. Barker Inst. Hall... 
Saturday 16th dec.
8 00pm . B.Y.O. ea
TIC K E TS  A V A IL A B L E  A T  THE DOOR OR FRO M  PETER
SIDE ONE
STEPPING ACROSS 
THE LINE  
GIRLS ON THE 
AVENUE  
GOODBYE TIGER  
CAPRICORN DANCER -  
I W ANNA BE A 
SURVIVOR
SIDE TWO
WHEN THE HEAT'S 
OFF
DEEPWATER  
BLUE BAY BLUES 
NEED A V IS ION ARY  
SUIT YOURSELF
T H IS  s u m m e r ’s a l b u m
«past hits & previews^
Richard’s 6*h album includes GIRLS ON THE AVENUE, SUIT YOURSELF, 
DEEP WATER, BLUE BAY BLUES, GOODBYE TIGER, CAPRICORN DANCER
& more.
Two of the ten tracks are new songs recorded in Los Angeles
STEPPING ACROSS THE UNE Sl «WHEN THE HEAT’sO F F
' fHorouac
inRntyo o
A \ j y i  Wo.
on records & tapesRICHARD WILL TOUR AUSTRALIA MARCH *79
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SEVEN PAGES OF INTERVIEWS; BARRY McASKILL 
ON THE ROCK INDUSTRY/DAVE WARNER/
JOE CAMILLERI/JOHN DOWLER AND YOUNG MODERN
The South Australian rock industry is in crisis. Peel 
away the veneer of bright lights and false glamour, and 
you find an industry plagued by constant in-fighting 
between musicians and promoters, compounded by a 
undermanned musicians' union, indifferent publicans 
and the absence of any meaningful support from main­
stream radio, television and newspapers.
Add the fact that local promoters have allowed an ind­
ustry power-base to be centred in Melbourne, and the 
fact that the only local record company is devoted to 
the middle of the road music, and you have a picture of 
a sick industry.
It's an old story to veteran musicians, promoters and 
fans, but in the meantime local musicians are struggling 
in Dickensian conditions and the talent drain continues.
Many argue that the local industry is losing vast 
amounts o f money each year as groups make the all too 
fam iliar pilgrimage to Melbourne, Sydney and points 
beyond in search of a dollar. The exodus continues 
from  the days o f the Twilights and Masters Apprentices 
to the present day Little River Band, Cold Chisel and 
the Angels. They either come back broke or "make 
it"  and are sold back into Adelaide for 3000 per cent 
more than their supposed worth when they left.
Interstate bands, many who have originated in 
Adelaide are demanding and obtaining anywhere from  
three to 10 thousand dollars a week while local bands 
strugigle for a gig and are then paid $100 to $200  
between as many as 10 musicians, while shoring up
memories of broken dreams and promises.
Two prominent Adelaide musicians were recently 
sacked from  their respective jobs and their cases provide 
a valuable insight into the lack of rapport between 
musician-union-promoter-publican. Both are highly 
respected within the industry and have proved they can 
pull and sustain interest.
Peter Beagley was sacked from a prominent Hindley 
Street bar after being underpaid $20 for his first week's 
work. He took issue, was given the money, but shown 
the door. Such is life. However, he's now talking about 
leaving town for Sydney to be able to feed his fam ily, 
but he wants to stay in Adelaide. The advertisements 
which herald his residency one week were not replaced 
by advertised cancellations the next. Needless to say, 
the local newspaper which carried the initial ads did not 
query their absence in the editorial columns of their 
rock pages either.
Jazz singer/pianist Sybil Graham was also summarily 
dismissed from another of our after-dark clubs w ithout 
reason. She hung up when the manager gave her the 
news on the telephone and the case is now in the hands 
of the musicians union. However, she's not confident 
about getting any satisfaction on the issue of two weeks' 
notice, but remains philosophical:" A t least I w on't 
have to sit and swallow stale air, while fighting to keep 
the air-conditioner on".
There are a number of positive moves the musicians 
can make and there is a growing groundswell of opinion
that something needs to be done, and done now. The 
recently formed Rock Musicians Committee has run 
four successful shows at the Norwood and Burnside 
Town Halls, proving Adelaide bands do attract an 
audience.
However, it's a short-term solution as it requires 
musicians to channel their energy into the promotions 
field. But they can also take it to the streets. Local 
professional musicians were curiously silent during the 
recent fiasco on busking. Was it Mayor George Joseph's 
jibe at "professional beggars" or sheer stubborn pride? 
Regardless, they've woken up now and a number are 
considering applying for permits. However, it's another 
short-term solution as proceeds from busking will not 
feed families.
There are many other moves in the recording and 
managerial fields but most are too premature to detail 
in print. However, all are constructive moves to deal 
with a long-term problem. Roadrunner has recently 
conducted a number of interviews with performers, 
record company representatives, promoters and others 
both in the limelight and behind the scenes in an 
attempt to find out problem areas within the industry.
Musician Barry McAskill seemed an obvious choice 
for the first article as he has been involved in the scene 
since the birth of rock'n'roll in Adelaide. McAskill 
returned to town recently and immediately became in­
volved in the moves to right a few of the wrongs:
M cA SKILL: I returned to Adelaide in March a fortnight 
before the Festival of Arts and everything was alive. 
The bar at the Festival Centre was thrown open and 
everyone was having a great time, but as soon as the 
festival ended the bar closed and the town died down 
again. Everyone I had talked to had told me how hard' 
it was to get things going and it took ail that 
to make me realise what they were talking about. I 
understood the rock'nrollers' plight after my band 
played at the Tivoli Hotel one night and we were paid 
three dollars each — I spent more than that at the bar.
I decided I wasn't going to work for the agency which 
got me the Tivoli gig and started my own shows at the 
Cremorne Hotel and the Wellington. The conditions at 
the Tivoli were dreadful. The night we played there it 
was raining and they had a couple of ice trays catching 
the drips from the ceiling in the band rbom. I couldn't
believe it...... this was the band room where we were
meant to relax and it was like a cold sleazy icebox. It 
was filthy with butts all over the floor and I thought 
it was absolutely dreadful. But we could have got it 
going I suppose. I think people were just sick of those 
conditions...... I d idn't want to invite my friends there.
"The door deal was also ridiculous. It was two dollars 
on the door and the management took 80 cents, the 
P.A. man took 50 cents and we took 70 cents. I looked 
at that and did a bit of quick arithmetic — it worked out 
at less than 10 cents a head for each member of the 
eight-piece band.
RR: The Marryatville Hotel had the same feel about it 
at that era, too. Do you go there at all?
M cA S K ILL: Yeah. Just before the Marryatville closed 
recently, they were attracting crowds and yet they were 
packing them in before. I think it was also a change of 
vibe, because o f a change of attitude among the local 
bands. Initially, the hotel was for Adelaide bands and 
they were going around the town inviting friends and 
generating enthusiasm. Then ail o f a sudden the Adelaide 
bands were relegated to being support acts, being paid 
$100, while the Melbourne bands were coming in, 
even a large number the local promoters had never 
heard of. It was then a case of the Adelaide bands 
being allowed to use bigger PAs brought over from Melb­
ourne, very much a support situation.
RR: With the rise of the Lone Star circuit came the 
advertising and the weekly pictures of the interstate
bands in the local press. The Adelaide bands were 
basically pushed again into the background, is this 
still the situation?
M cA SKILL: This is what's going on. A t a recent meeting 
with the Rock Musicians Committee and the promoters, 
we kept getting comments llke"Adelaide bands are 
no good", "Bums on seats, that's what we w ant" and I 
kept thinking of Little River Band, Cold Chisel etc. 
They were gone and had to come back before they were 
noticed here. It  would make your heart bleed. We've 
now put on four successful shows — rock'n'roll 
cabarets — but they'll probably never be convinced.
The remark that Adelaide bands were no good was 
insulting to me. We were saying that the hoteliers were 
making all the money; they don't pay a cent for advert­
ising, but they charge more for their booze. The Comm­
ittee was trying to make the point that if the promoters 
didn't make enough money on the door then they could 
ask the hotel management to make it up in their bar 
takings so that musicians would be paid union rates. 
The promoters simply said that they couldn't do that
(Continued over page)
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or they would lose the room. A local band called Soka 
were playing at the Waverley — there is no door charge 
and they get a full house most nights. The publican 
makes his money out of the booze which is sold at 
inflated prices and he can afford to pay union rates. 
It does work. A number of the outer suburban hotels 
do the same thing. But one of the promoters said:"Ah 
yes, but I know there's a new manager going into that 
hotel and he's going to fix  that all up. He is going to 
charge the door and the band w ill not be getting that 
much money.(Soka have since lost the residency at the 
Waverley).
RR: Does it come down to a fight between promoters 
and musicians or can they work together?
McASKILL: They're in the middle and are copping it 
from both sides.
RR: Well, what's the role of the promoters here? 
McASKILL: They're agents. However, the situation is 
all upside down. We suggested they went back to being 
agencies for the bands rather than promoters. They 
should get the publicans o ff their bums and working for 
their hotels. It would then be up to the agencies to 
ring them up and tell them who's available.
RR: So the situation is now that the promoters are 
working for the publicans, not the bands?
McASKILL: Yeah. I don t  get any work from the pro­
moters. They basically work for the hotel. Take the 
Marryatville — it was just another working man's pub 
until the Lone Star people came along and then sudden­
ly it's THE Marryatville Hotel. The publican is only 
worried that his cash register is ticking over and there 
are no fights in his pub. He couldn't care less about the 
musician, I wouldn't think.
RR: It then gets back to the basic question: What do 
the musicians do? Organise their own shows? Is it worth 
debating the point with the promoters?
McASKILL: Yes, of course they do, but it would be 
worth the debate if the promoters would listen. I've 
told Central Booking Agency and Sphere that the 
musicians are not fighting them. We understand they 
are losing a few bob, too. We are trying to get the ind­
ustry right. Look, they were going to give the local 
bands a go and ban interstate bands for a month in 
October but it got cut down to a fortnight and then 
completely cut out all together. This is because Premier 
Artists and Nucleus from Melbourne said to them that 
they wouldn't get any of the interstate bands after the 
ban was lifted. So the local promoters freaked out 
and started ringing Melbourne as quickly as possible to 
try to get the bands. All this means is that they have 
no faith in the South Australian industry.
RR: But wouldn't the fact that many of the bands are 
from here originally seem slightly contradictory? 
McASKILL: I don't know if it's an actual plan or not 
but Gudinski thinks pretty hard and if the bands are 
starved here they'll eventually have to go to Melbourne 
or Sydney. The promoters then come along and sell 
them back into Adelaide for seven to 10 thousand 
dollars-when they couldn't get $100 to live here before. 
I've got an idea he may be purposely starving them so 
that he can get the top bands. They go over there.
he signs them up, and they're sold back here.
RR: Well, can't the local promoters see that?
McASKILL: They couldn't the night we met them as 
the Rock Musicians Committee.
RR: But if you accept what you say, the argument is 
staring them in the face?
McASKILL: They just come back with this thing about 
Adelaide bands being no good. They continually praise 
certain local musicians and then, when it's suggested 
they promote them, they shy away and say they won't 
pull the crowds. That's rubbish. I've told them that 
Melbourne bands such as Jo Jo Zep came in with a big 
PA, a light show, three roadies, and managers and they 
put on a professional show. The music isn't that much 
better.
RR: The Melbourne power-base idea interests me. How 
does it sustain itself?
McASKILL: The promoters will simply ring Melbourne 
and ask who is avilable. The Melbourne end will say: 
"Well, we've got Jo Jo, Sidewinder, Matt Taylor — who 
do you want? Oh no, you can't have them but you can 
definitely have Jo Jo but you'll have to take Joe Bloggs 
and Fred Nurk — so you've got one popular band 
every once in a while and all the little  ones in between. 
RR: I can't understand why they don't want to change 
the situation?
McASKILL: I th ink the promoters and agents do want it 
changed. I th ink they do want it to be good. But they 
seem scared to take the plunge and put the curtain up 
at the border and say: "Yeah, we'll take you in at our
JUST ARRIVED!
NEW RANGE OF 
ROONEY MATHEWS 
POSTERS AND 
CALENDAR 
AVAILABLE AT
HANGUP
4 REGENT ARCADE 
ADELAIDE
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price and when we want you because we have our own 
bands to support. They can then set up an exchange 
system and break this monopoly.
RR: How do you achieve this?
McASKILL: Put the curtain up at the border. Look, 
at one stage we have seven interstate bands in Adelaide 
at the one time, each making about $5000 each. Now, 
you take the situation with the big band being paid 
$10,000. That would keep 10 local bands at one 
thousand a week and allow them to put on a profession­
al show and live here at the same time. We need bands 
in from the east and west but it has to be more equit­
able. The whole thing could happen in a month if the 
promoters could see the good.
RR: Could a band be involved by the musicians union 
through the industrial award.
McASKILL: The award is out of touch. It presently 
allows a musician two dollars for the hire of a PA 
system, while it costs $50 -  $60 to actually hire one 
and then you have your other costs. It all adds up to 
about $100 just to do that.
RR: Well, what's the cost structure for an interstate 
band?
McASKILL: Take Jeff St John. He was recently operat­
ing with a $15,000 PA system. It cost him about $3000 
to run each gig and he was being paid about $5000, 
so that left $2000 for the musicians.
RR: It seems Adelaide bands are paid under-award while 
interestate bands are over-award. Can't one payment be 
set?
McASKILL: Yes, but it doesn't really work that way. 
A minimum rate is set but no maximum.
RR: Do you th ink the Musicians Union should try to 
frame a new award?
McASKILL: Well, that's what the Rock Musicians 
Committee us trying to do now.
RR: Can one scale be set for every band?
McASKILL: I have tried to sound that out but Adelaide 
bands always back down. They say they can get $125
— which is the union rate fo r a five-piece band — and 
they get to use the bigger band's PA and lights. However, 
when you ask who carries their gear they just walk the 
other way. If you want to work you have to put a price 
on your head and that includes the cost o f your equip­
ment plus union rates fo r musicians, but the local bands 
keep backing down. They say they won't get any more 
work. But they w ill, if the people want to hear live 
music.
RR: Well, it seems the bands have to stop playing? 
McASKILL: A number have decided to do that already, 
but many aren't interested. I th ink a lot o f the older 
bands made a lot o f noise a few years ago and just 
got sick o f it. But if they don't make a noise, nothing 
w ill change.
RR: Could they perhaps be happy with the setup? 
McASKILL: No. I th ink that's why Adelaide groups in 
some cases don't give their all because they know 
they're only going to get a pittance when they have 
finished playing and that's always in the back of their 
minds.
RR: Many are semi-professional, too. That must be a 
problem when it comes to positive industrial action? 
McASKILL: Yes.
RR: Is that a problem because they are used to get­
ting two wages?
McASKILL: No, I think all the younger bands really 
want to be fu lly professional and musicians can't survive 
on the dole.
RR: Are there a lotof^unemployed bands in Adelaide? 
McASKILL: Well, all the'bands are, in a sense. I mean I 
don't call going home with $20 in your pocket emp­
loyed...
RR: How many jobs would bands get through a prom­
oter?
McASKILL: I don't know. I guess about three a week. 
RR: Do the promoters offer or are these jobs sought by 
the bands?
McASKILL: The agencies don't offer the work — the 
bands chase the agencies. It gets back to what we were 
talking about before. It's all back to front. The bands 
chase the agencies.
RR: So the situation is that if the ban was applied, 
the agents would have to chase local managers or lose 
the room?
McASKILL: Yes. He would then be looking at Adel­
aide bands and they would be fighting for them. The 
Musicians Union has been looking at the legality of a 
band for years but they're also looking at the problem 
in an international sense.
RR: Do the population differences come into this arg­
ument?
McASKILL: It's a fallacy to suggest that there are a 
lo t more venues in Sydney and Melbourne. There are 
only three top spots in all the cities and they attract 
the same number of people. The Station Hotel and 
Martinis in Melbourne, the Bondi Lifesaver in Sydney
— they only hold about as many people as the top spots
here. There is no greater generation of money over there. 
The recording facilities and technical ability are here. 
This state could be doing exactly what's coming out 
of the east and the facilities are all here.....
-  B R IA N  JO HNSTO NE
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"D id  any o f you see Countdown tonight?"
"Yaaaaah".
"F irst week in at 29. A  chartbuster, eh 'Sub­
urban Boy!"
Dave Warner, onstage at the Arkaba, is obviously 
chuffed. "Suburban Boy" in the National Top 40, 
the album "Mug's Game" selling well all around the 
country and this, the last night of a successful Eastern 
States tour. And I get the feeling, watching the Bicton 
Boys, that they are at the base of a popularity surge of 
gigantic proportions. There is that feeling in the crowd 
too, o f something special going on, of seeing someone 
BEFO RE they become a household name.
Dave Warner's From The Suburbs are a very E N T E R ­
T A IN IN G  band. They don't try  to play above their 
audience - they play directly A T  them, and what 
they may lack in musical complexity they more than 
make up for in enthusiasm and enetgy. In fact, the loose, 
driving nature of the music is the perfect vehicle for 
Warner's lyrics which are the real heart of the band.
From the opening number 'Kangaroo H op", through 
to the encore, an abbreviated version of "Mug's Game", 
there could be no doubt that one was watching an 
A U S T R A L IA N  band. I know that some people dislike 
Warner's brash assertion of his Australianness, but for 
me it seems a necessary and exciting step for the devel­
opment of rock music in this country. Skyhooks took  
the first major steps along that path with "Living In 
The Seventies" and "Ego", but since then Greg Mac- 
ainsh's writings have become much more generalised. 
The time is long overdue for someone to take up the 
flag again. Dave Warner and his Suburban Arm y are 
doing just that.
I talked with the Subruban Boy himself at the Adelaide 
offices o f Festival Records and although he'd been up 
for 28 hours straight he was only too willing to talk 
about the album "Mug's Game". As I hadn't heard the 
album at that stage what I decided to do was put it on 
and get Dave's comments on the songs as they played.
RR: First up is "Convict Streak" — do you get much 
audience aggro when you do this live, from the people 
(Poms, French and Germans) that you slag?
DW; Not really. It tends to be much more a pro reaction. 
Although once in a pub in Perth these guys came up to  
me and said;"You make Australians out to  be like that. 
They're not like that". But when I played it the crowd 
went wild. Another time this old shearer who was blind 
in one eye came up and said:"You say Poms are weak 
as piss I'm  a Pom and I'm  not weak as piss. I fought in 
the war for the Aussies". It  doesn't go down too well 
in the more ethnic areas of Melbourne, but generally 
it gets a good reaction".
RR: Why did you write the song — is it what you really 
feel or is it a parody of a certain attitude?
DW; It's a very ambiguous thing. I don't really like 
making hard and fast statements. I actually wrote it in 
England just before I was due to come back here and my 
feelings about England are very ambiguous. I really like 
England in a lot of ways better than here, but it's that 
thing o f criticising something that you don t  understand. 
The English don't understand Australia. It's not just an 
English thing though. I mean the Australians make the 
same bind on the Aborigines. The Aborigines have a 
different set of values and laws but they are still subject 
to  the white man's law.
I found the pace o f life very slow in England. Some­
times I thought that was really good but other times 
it really pissed me off. There's no go-ahead, no real 
energy. I'm  not blaming the people, it's the system 
there. I mean you can work your guts out for 30  
pounds a week. I missed that energy that Australia has. 
RR: The second song,"Campus Days", is that about 
your time at University?
DW: Yeah. I went to uni for four years and the song's 
basically about a feeling common to people in ^hat 
16-22 age gi‘oup, a feeling of things not going right when 
they should. It's a bitter song deliberately done in a 
sweet way to emphasise that.
RR: Were you born in Perth?
DW; Yeah, born there, lived there until I was 21 when I 
went to England for a year. I formed the band almost 
straight after I came back.
RR: Was it coming back from England that motivated 
you to get something going here?
DW: Well, I went over there to try to get a publishing 
deal. I was writing a lot of songs, like "Campus Days", 
and I had a band called Pus. That was sort of like a punk 
band, so I thought I'd go over there and try to get a 
deal for an album and then get a band together. But the 
record industry in the U.K. had died in the arse at that 
stage (1974 ) and I kept getting letters from people 
telling me how all these people were selling thousands 
of records here. So I decided to come back.
I had all these songs lying around before I came back 
and I was trying to figure out that common thread 
between songs like "Convict Streak" and "African 
Summer" and what it came down to was my own 
background — what it's like to be a white middle class 
Australian trying to sing rock music.
Riots in
the suburbs
RR: I don't think anyone has really attempted that 
before can you think of any Australian rock'n'roller 
who has inspired you?
DW: No...I was just doing a phone interview and 
someone asked me who'd influenced me...There are a 
lot of people I respect but who haven't really influenced 
me. As a kid I really respected the Masters, the Loved 
Ones, Ross Wilson, Skyhooks; from America, the 
Mothers and the Fugs you could say influenced me but 
that's not very strong anymore. Their use of shock 
tactics, o f saying a very straight thing in a weird way is 
something I do.
RR: What's the story behind the song "Suburban 
Boy '?
DW: I was into the real psychedelic things in the 60s — 
the Doors, Country Joe and the Fish, Zappa and that 
sort o f went on to King Crimson and bands like that. 
But in the 70s I started to listen to things like the Beach 
Boys again. And I've always had a lot of respect for 
Chuck Berry and his ability to write songs about very 
simple things that relate to ordinary people. When I 
was going to uni in early '74 I thought I'd  like to write 
a song that was the 70s equivalent of what the Who 
did in the 60s and Berry did in the 50s. So even before I 
went to England I had started on that line. Take the line 
in the song "Saturday night/ there's no subway stat­
ions". I d idn't want to write about that Bruce Springs­
teen sort of thing, I tried to capture that mundaneness... 
RR: Almost a celebration?
DW: Yeah, it is a lot, but not accepting...
RR: Coming to terms...?
DW: Exactly. It's saying "This is what I am, there's 
no point in pretending I'm  something else". I think the 
authenticity makes up for the lack of flash.
RR: Last time you played here in Adelaide I thought 
the song that really stood out in your set was "Half 
Time A t the Football", yet it's not on the album.
DW: It's such a strong song that had I put in on the 
album, it could have taken over the album. I had a con­
cept for the album and I took a lot of care to get the 
cover and the film  clip just right. I tried to put it tog­
ether so that the sum of the parts formed â  greater 
whole. I've got a live recording of "Half Time A t The 
Football" from Bombay Rock so at the start of the 
football season. I'll put it out on a 12 inch single.
RR: What is "Oklahoma" all about?
DW: It's a way of tying up a whole lot of concepts. 
Mainly it's about my relationship with my parents, 
about them growing old and my being unable to really 
communicate with them. I know the time isn't that far 
o ff when they are going to die and I know I'm going to 
think "Fuck, why didn't I get to know them better. 
There's such a lot they could have taught me". But 
it's a real dilemma. I mean we get on really well, but 
there's a certain point that you don't go past. The song 
is sort of drawing an analogy between people and 
Town Hall productions they come alive and then they 
die.
RR: Why is half the album done live and half in the
studio?
DW: One reason was finance. I had to finance the al­
bum myself and it's cheaper to record live. The other 
reason is that some of the songs only work in a live sit­
uation. Because of the live cassettes that we've put out, 
if we had come up with a slick studio album we would 
have copped some flak !'m sure. So I went for a com­
promise and it seems to have been accepted. The second 
album is going to be totally live. I think there used to  
be a time when people were snobbish about live albums, 
but if a song relies on energy I think it's better to capt­
ure that energy, even if you get a few mistakes, too. 
And some of the songs we do, "Kangaroo Hop", "The 
Monster's Back" and "H alf Time A t The Football", 
can only work live.
RR: Does anyone else in the band write for the band? 
DW: No. Tony, the English guitarist, does the effective 
arranging. I have the words, the chords and the main 
hooks worked out and then Tony takes that and does 
the things that make the songs a lot more musically 
interesting.
RR: You don't really say what "Worst Day" is all 
about on the record.
DW: When I went overseas I took over all my songs, 
cassettes and videos as well. I was all prepared. Soon 
after I arrived I decided to fo and see France and Spain 
in a Kombi. The Kombi broke down in Spain and while 
were were o ff trying to get a mechanic to fix  it someone 
broke into it and stole my brief case with all my songs, 
cassettes and videos in it. I went back to the hotel 
we were staying at and tried to rewrite them all straight 
away but the only thing I could come up with was 
"Worst Day".
RR: "Mug's Game" is a very long song to put on a single 
album in these days of 'back to the three-minute pop 
song'.
DW: It's this style of song that sets me aside from other 
artists. It was important to do it, it rounds the album 
off.
RR: You seem to attract a very loyal following. In fact,
I heard that at one time, if you had given the word there 
were 600 people who would have torn Perth apart.
DW: Yeah, that's right. I don't know if they would now 
— we haven't played in Perth for quite a while. But I've 
NEVER seen a reaction like the one we were getting 
then. It was the demystification of the character of the 
suburban boy and those people took it very personally. 
It released a whole lot of energy in them.
RR: Did you ever get frightened with that much energy 
flowing around?
DW: No, there was never any violence.
RR: But if you had given the word they would have 
done anything...
DW: Well, they wouldn't have done anything incompat­
ible to themselves. They wouldn't have gone out and 
beaten up the first person they saw. I might have told 
them to charge through Myers and set fire to every 
can of Wella Hair Shampoo they could find. They 
probably would have done that.
-  D O N A LD  ROBERTSON
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Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons are on the verge of success. 
Their single is in the charts and they will be back this 
month to support Elvis Costello and The Attractions 
at the Apollo Stadium.
Some people might have seen them for the first time 
at the Graham Parker concert in September, although 
the band has been together for nearly three years and 
have come to Adelaide about every six months. They 
are an experienced group of musicians, w ith an interest­
ing background, Joe Camilleri, a.k.a. Jo Jo Zep, was in 
a few obscure Melbourne underground groups over the 
years, including a popular Carlton band called Sharks. 
His last pre-Falcons group was the Pelaco Brothers (also 
known as the group that gave us The Sports, Steve 
Cummings and Ed Bates). Joe then got together with  
ex-Daddy Cool guitarist guitarist Wayne Burt who need­
ed a front man to sm^ his material. Another ex-Daddy 
Cool member, the excellent drummer Gary Young, 
joined, as did John Power, the self-possessed bassist 
from  Company Caine, and Wayne Burt's friend from  
Rock Granite a very no-frills, experienced guitarist,
JOE; We've certainly gained something. The band's 
moved on, the new lineup's a lot stronger as a unit. 
We've never been as popular as we have since the new 
lineup. I've been very lucky, you know, because I've 
got some of the best musicians around and they just 
fell into place. Everyone gets on pretty well together. 
RR: Have there been any major changes in direction 
since then?
JOE; There's been a major change because the writing 
has changed in the fact that the writing suits the band 
more so than our older material, and even that is played 
with a lot more energy and it's a lot more different to, 
say, what our records were.
(The Falcons have moved away from a lo t o f the older 
Wayne Burt numbers, like " I f  It's Love That You 
Want (Darlin)" and "Beating Around The Bush".., 
"King Of Fools" and "Dancing Shoes". When they do 
them they are a lo t gutsier and are featuring more o f 
Joe's own songs, which he writes with guitarists Jeff 
Burstin and Tony Faeshe).
JOE; I get the songs — the bones of the songs — and 
then as a trio we work them out and get — what you 
hear! (He went on about how they'd like to be able 
to dissect the songs and the arrangements in rehearsal, 
but they don't have much time le ft when they are on 
tour. A t the moment they only rehearse new songs, 
aome o f which make it  after the band works on it). 
Say one of three songs that I write make the band, 
and then maybe two out of six get played, and then 
we'll do someone else's material — I kinda enjoy it. 
I never do the same set twice -  I couldn't handle it, 
it'd be silly!
RR; It gets really tedious..... some groups you go and see
are always doing the same sets.
JOE; Well, you know, this is one thing I can't under­
stand about The Angels. I've only seen them twice 
but you might as well fall asleep, yet maybe that's the 
formula. I've always maintained that you be different 
and exciting — I mean, you always take chances and 
sometimes it doesn't come off, but......
Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons take risks, and do what 
they feel like and it  can be very exciting. Sometimes 
they just play a good tight set, sometimes they're a 
b it off, and on soihe nights I've seen them do a slab o f 
old Chuck Berry and Stones just fo r the hell o f it, i f  
the audience is enjoying it. Or Joe w ill whip out his 
harmonica or a tambourine and fool around, and on
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Jess Burstin. This lineup stayed the same until about 
June 77 when Wayne Burt left the Falcons as a stage 
thing, continuing to write songs for the group. He 
was replaced by ex-Adelaide guitarist Tony Faehse. 
To supplement Joe's own alto sax, he finally enticed 
demented saxophonist extraordinaire Wilbur Wilde 
from O I'55.
This was the lineup that wowed everyone at the Parker 
concert, including G.P. himself, who went to see them  
play after the concert. Feeling that something big was 
finally happening to this lately much-improved Falcons, 
I caught up w ith Joe and asked for an interview which, 
after several arrangements had fallen through, I finally  
managed to do after seeing them play again on the 
Sunday night— the last night of the particular Adelaide 
tour. A fter consuming enough alcohol, I was ready 
and I dragged an exhausted Joe away from the rage 
in one hotel room to a quieter one, and forced him to 
divulge all. It  wasn't as d ifficu lt as I thought. For 
openers, I asked him what he thought was the effect 
of the lineup change:
the nights when they're really tired and drunk and 
manic, well that's when i t ' l l  either be a flop or a h il­
arious riot.
They have released two albums "D on 't Waste I t "  and 
"Whip I t  O it"  that have technically been a showpiece 
fo r the band's musical ability, but lacked the feeling 
o f energy which is such a feature o f their live perform­
ance. / asked Joe about the d ifficu lty  o f capturing that 
live energy on vinyl.)
JOE; I know what you mean — the thing is no-one's 
got those real huge speakers. When you see a band, 
you're hearing it through, what? 3000 watts or what­
ever, so it comes out really strong, like if you played 
our records through that they'd sound really fantastic, 
they'd sound like the band live. It's a funny thing — 
it plays tricks on you, you know, cos I th ink the actual 
thing about, say, the Sports' record. I think that's better 
than what they ever played live, whether it's got the
energy.... .Energy comes from the audience - it's
something that hits both ways and you've got a certain 
kind of contact high. People don't seem to realise 
the fact that when they're listening to a record, they're 
normally listening to it sitting down, quite 'cold', 
and usually they're more critical with bands that they've 
seen before they've heard their record; they're waiting 
for the record and yet they're disappointed; and yet
normally they are better, musically.....
RR; Was that why you did "Loud And Clear" -  the live 
EP - to get across some of that live energy?
JOE; Yeah, well we used to really worry about our 
records before this Ep. You know, it showed me a lot, 
people say they'd rather come and see you than buy
in the place, considering ..... you know, it was a real
cheap record -  no overdubs, no nothin. Well, that's 
how we sounded, that's gotta be how you're gonna 
hear it, but once again you gotta play the record loud. 
But we created a certain kind of thing. I mean people 
either loved it or hated it, and we got some airplay 
and it did what I wanted it to do, and that was to 
get us some kind of recognition — make a kind of 
collectors' item and it was for our 'fans' and everyone 
had a good time. I tried to make it as cheap as possible, 
like a thankyou sort of thing, you know? That's basic­
ally why I did it. Originally I wanted to sell it for $1.99, 
then it went up to $2.99. We haven't sold that many 
records; we've done better than most Australian bands 
— we're still not great, yet we've got an average of at
least 3,500 people see us each week, which is a lot of 
people when you consider that you're only selling six 
or seven thousand copies of your album. You know 
something's gone astray so I released 5000 copies of 
that EP and it just went so fast, well in Melbourne 
anyway.....
(Steve Cummings o f the Sports has said that one reason 
why the Falcons haven't sold many records is they 
play too often. I asked Joe whether he thought that 
so many peop?e know that they can see the band
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that they'll hold out on buying an album, and he agreed 
with one reservation)
JOE: The thing that worries me..... that's been our
biggest downfall — the fact that we've never had a hit 
single — and it's gonna be really hard for us not to do 
what everyone else does, and that's a drag. You know, 
charge heaps of money and not be able to play at 
^|)ubs 'cos you're too expensive and you've got to be be-
i ĵcause of your costs..... I'm not saying "Listen, buy our
'Srecords or else we won't come and play" but when 
 ̂ people say they'd rather cp,e and see you than buy
your records — it's not very fair I reckon..... I don't
know, maybe people are paranoid about Australian 
bands — I think they should pull their socks up if they 
are!
(The Falcons' single, "So Young", does appear as 
though it's going to be the one to break the band, and 
i t  should be a big h it, with its reggae feel and contag­
ious chorus. The single w ill also be on a 12-inch 
"long EP" o f the same title, which w ill sell fo r $5.99. 
O f the other six songs, the only other Joe CamiUeri 
composition on i t  w ill be "We're Gonna S/70w You 
Fun". The other songs w ill be the old fave, made famous 
by the Stones, "It 's  AH Over, Now", Ray Charles' 
" !  Believe To My Soul ", "Soon You'll Be Gone", 
a kind o f reggae swing. Muddy Waters' "Long Distance 
Call" and "Crazy Mixed Up World", these last two sung 
by bassist John POwer, whose voice ranges from a 
whisky growl to a bluesy yowl. Joe described the record 
as "basically a rhy thm and blues album — just something 
we'll throw out to see how things are going fo r us. 
It's an experiment from the record company's point 
o f view".)
RR; An experiment in marketing and all that?
JOE: Yeah — rubbish! Yeah, but the really serious, 
the real different Jo Jo Zep and The Falcons album 
won't be released till next year, and I think it's gonna 
be a real killer cos we're not just going into the studio 
unprepared. All the work we've done in the studio 
up to this date is gonna come to a head. I think we've 
gotta have a world class album and that's basically 
what I've always been striving for. One deal I made 
with the record company was that I d idn't want the 
"So Young" album to be released overseas, mainly 
because I think I'd rather wait for the NEW Falcons — 
the next album that I concsider is going to be the high­
light of our last three years' worth o f work — to be 
released and that way the public overseas won't be 
confused.,....! mean, the new material's quite different.
I don't write in the frame of the R & B stuff which 
we've done previously, which was mainly Wayne Burt 
material and anything that I could pick up from records. 
Brinsley Schwartz said he'd like to produce the band, 
and we've got a few other people — John Wood wants 
to produce the band, so we're weighing up who we're 
going to get.
(That was one o f the main benefits that came out o f 
Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons playing support to Graham 
Parker and the Rumour in Adelaide — bringing them 
to the attention ofover^as artists which can bring about 
all sorts o f things. Remember what Phi! Manzanera 
did fo r Split Enz? The other is a terrific boost o f con­
fidence is seeing an Australian band hold their own.
/ asked Joe how he fe lt about supporting Graham 
Parker.)
JOE: Well, one good thing that's come out of it is 
they loved us, and Brinsley might come down to prod­
uce our record. When you break it down I thought we 
were just as good as them as a band — it just goes to 
show you that people just don't respect the talent that's 
around them. But I consider if we went to England 
and we had the same promotion we'd probably kill 
them there, because our energy level was a lot higher 
than theirs. But I've only seen them once, and they 
got three encores. 1 mean I'm just going on what I've
seen and what I know that we can do..... What did I
think? It doesn't matter. It was the same as supporting 
some Australian band like Max Merritt or Kevin Porr­
idge.
RR: Well, waht amazed me was that the audience 
reception was the best I've ever seen for any support
band at a concert like that.
JOE: Well, I reckon Adelaide are fantastic to us — I 
mean, I was really nervous. I d idn't even want to do the 
show, but after the first four numbers I started to get 
into it, and the audience was so nice and warm and I 
was saying to myself "You'll have to 'go' em" and,
they responded..... I think you're right., you don't
see that very often. Gary Young said the only time 
he's ever supported an act and got that reaction was 
when Daddy Cool supported The Kinks and they blew
the Kinks o ff the stage..... so we held our own, there's
no doubt about that.
(The thing about the Falcons is people either love them 
or leave them, but even out o f that predominantly 
older — i.e. over 18 — audience in the pub/dub venues 
they play, not many o f those manic dancers down the 
front w ill go out and buy their records. The need fo r a 
wider audience shouldn't lim it a band, but image has so 
much to do with success and appearances on television 
are an important part o f this. Maybe it's because this 
band oozes personality rather than sex-appeal, that they 
have found i t  hard to gain success, Oz style. / asked Joe 
what he fe lt about their lack o f recognition so far.)
JOE: I think we've done really well, really — if you're 
not counting album sales — because we re one of the 
most popular bands in Australia considering that we 
haven't had much "success". A t least the little things 
we have done have made some kind of impact and I 
think i f  we keep at it we'll crack it because you can't 
keep a good band down. I think it's just a matter of 
time. I used to be real disappointed when I first started, 
because I'd see people on TV and I thought "Gee, 
why can't I compere Countdown? — we're just as good 
as those guys "  but it's a different scene — kind of 
"glamour rock" and that's not what we're about. We're 
just about having a really good time and getting really 
sweaty and exhausted! Also the sobgs have to stand up 
and we're very concerned about how we play as mus­
icians as well. Its  not just "Get in there for girls or
whatever, play a few 12-bar blues..... "
RR: You've certainly managed to preserve your int­
egrity — I mean, to become a big Australian band 
w ithout doing all that stuff.....
JOE: Well, it's hard, you know..... if girls think you're
pretty......! mean, you have to fight against that. Darryl,
poor chap, is trying very hard to break that image — 
he's even grown a beard. He shouldn't have to do that
..... I don't mean, well, he might like his beard, but
they're trying to lose that image and it's silly. They 
should be able to maintain that image and also do lots 
of other things. AC/DC managed that and I think ever­
ybody loved AC/DC. I thought they were fantastic 
because they created something not only for young 
teenagers, but also for "the young at heart".
RR: Yeah, even tho' people say it's the same old r iff 
stuff.....
JOE: It's still better than the Angels' one r iff stuff — 
they're outrageous, a bunch of —-s. He should hang 
himself with his own scarf.
Joe Camilleri, at times whimsical and self-deprecating 
to the point of absurdity, at times irrepressible and 
outrageous, fronts a group of high-calibre musicians 
who are never self-indulgent and enjoy what they 
do and the enjoyment is not one-sided. The variety 
of musical styles and the power, energy and humour of 
their performance Is amazing and highly Infectious. 
They are one o f the most underrated bands In Australia, 
but hopefully not for long, because, as Joe would say, 
they've got 'that killer thing'.
I '
-  SUZIE W A LTO N
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Like many of his generation, the benefits o f a sound state education, and the promise of secure 
employment in the motor industry could not lure the young John Dowler away from the exciting 
lights of the great overseas. His final examinations over, John made his way to Amsterdam where, 
with two other Adelaide boys, he formed an acoustic trio. Unfortunately, credit is hard to get in 
Amsterdam, and the trio suffered from lack of equipment. They decided to return to Adelaide, where 
they formed the band "Spare Change", "Spare Change" met with only moderate success and eventually 
parted company with John in Melbourne.
Meanwhile, back in the Athens o f the South, Mark Kohler, Vic Yates, Mick Jones and Andrew 
Richards were hard at work doing Jimmy Hendrix impressions which went on at an unendurable volume 
and for staggering amounts of time......
JOHN: I came back from Melbourne. I had the idea 
of getting a band together, I'd written a couple of songs 
with Chris Worrall in Melbourne — I was back here for 
a weekend and, of course, I went to the British, the way 
everyone does, and I met Andrew. He said he was in 
a group which was looking for a singer. So I went along 
to one of their rehearsals.
RR (To Andrew and Mark): How did you decide to 
take John on as singer?
JOHN: It wasn't a case of them taking me on... 
ANDREW: I wanted to leave our band. I wasn't happy 
with it. I wanted to do original songs, you know? 
All the guitarists were interested in doing was Jimmy 
Hendrix and jamming. So I said to the other guys 
I'm going to play with that guy (nodding at John). 
Mark said 'I 'l l come too " Vic came along as well; 
Mick said he wouldn't be in it, he'd go and form his 
own band...
JOHN: I gave them a big sermon. I stood behind the 
bar at my parents' place and lectured them for two 
hours about what I thought music should be. I got 
three out o f four of them to go along with me. Mike 
wouldn't be In it,
ANDREW: Eventually he did come back.
JOHN:: He became very interest very quickly when we 
got the job supporting Radio Birdman.
RR: How did the opportunity for a Radio Birdman 
support come up?
JOHN: Somebody I knew was aware that I was rehears­
ing a band and they asked me.
ANDREW: When we got John, he knew a lot o f people 
in the business, you know? So John's been mostly our 
manager.
RR (to John): So you did all the negotiations for the 
recording o f the single?
JOHN: Well, there were no negotiations. It's in the Top 
Gear label and that's us. We paid for the studio time and 
we paid to get it pressed at Astor in Melbourne.
RR: It was produced by Steve Cummings, I believe. 
JOHN: I'd known Steve for quite a while. I knew him
in London. He did it as a one-off thing. He thought it 
might be fun to do. It wasn't as a matter of fact, but 
he still did it.
RR: Do you like the record?
ANDREW: Not really. It's not bad for a first attempt, 
I suppose, but it doesn't sound as good as it could.
RR: How did you decide which of your songs you 
would use fo r the single?
ANDREW: Those two songs ("She's Got The Money"/ 
"Autom atic") were the two songs we could do quickly. 
JOHN: They weren't even our best songs. We had this 
idea of "Autom atic" being the A-side. But it took us 
ages and ages to get it down. We only had one and a 
half hours left and we still had to do the vocals and the 
overdubs to "Autom atic", plus a whole other track — 
and "She's Got The Money" was the only other track 
that we could do that quickly. So we spent two and a 
half hours to three hours doing the rhythm track to 
"Autom atic", and the remaining one and a half hours 
doing the vocals and overdubs for 'Autom atic" plus the 
whole of "She's Got The Money ' and "She's Got The 
Money" ended up sounding better, so that became the 
A-side. ,
RR: You musical influences seem to lie in the 60s. 
Do you listen to groups Mke the Kinks, the Who etc? 
MARK: We never used to listen to that sort o f thing, 
but since the band's got together, we listen to it.
RR (nodding at John): He made you?
MARK: Oh no, he didn't make us...
ANDREW: But those groups, like the Kinks, their 
stuff is songs not 30 minute lead breaks...
JOHN: It's jst a real drag getting tagged as a 60s revival 
band. What we are is a song band. Very song oriented. 
(Nods of agreement from the other two). There are 
no real virtuosos in the group, so there's no point 
in getting fuckin' fancy solos....a solo is only there if 
it enhances the song.
RR: What do you think of other Australian bands? 
Name a few you loathe...
JOHN (long silence): I can't. There's two or three bands
-“ L-'nI :C A
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I could name straight off, but if I do I'm jeopardising 
our position in Sydney.
RR: Why?
JOHN: Because the very people interested in us happen 
to be involved with these bands. I can tell you what 
I don't like — that's another thing, generalising — but 
I'm not going to name names.
RR: Alright, how about bands you admire tremen­
dously?
JOHN: I really like the Sports. I've got a few reservat­
ions since Martin Armiger joined. He tends to make 
them sound a lo t more like everybody else. (Names 
old guitarist with beard) ..gave them a very quirky 
sound. I quite like Jo Jo Zep when they stick to 
rock'n'roll. I don 't like jazz at all — I don't th ink we like 
jazz? (To the rest o f the band) Do we like jazz? (Neg­
ative noises from the couch). No, I just don't like 
virtuosity. I like good songs.
RR: What about local bands? Any you admire?
JOHN: No.(Long silence). I th ink the Dagoes are good 
fun, a really good fun band. I think... I saw Middle 
Class for the first time last week or the week before 
under very dire circumstances — a few of their songs 
sounded really, really nice....They're really nice guys, 
you know, and I'd really love to like them and I w ill 
if I possibly can.
RR: The Accountants?
JOHN (silence)...they can't play...much as they want 
to, they can't play. It's all very well saying "fuck you" 
at the audience, after every song, blaming it on them, 
but it's not the audience's fault. The audience really 
wants to like them — that strikes me as the same with 
a lot o f punk bands. The Psycho-Surgeons, they were 
just absolutely pathetic. I mean, they just had no right 
to be on a stage at all...All those punk fans — they just 
want a band they can just love, their own Sex Pistols 
— and they just applaud at anything, anyway, you 
know? The Psycho-Surgeons were awful — I shouldn't 
say even that, they're sort o f friends of friends...
When I saw them, they played about six songs in 40 
minutes. The guitarist broke about three strings; they 
tuned up for five minutes between each song. Appar­
ently, they have changed their name now, gone a lot 
more professional and what a good idea.
. Cunning Stunt: They are very tight, very professional, 
and they seem to be succeeding, but I just don't like 
the music personally.
RR: You seem to place a lot of importance on profess­
ionalism and stage presentation.
JOHN: Unless you're brilliant, unless you're an eccentric 
between songs. I hate mistakes. OK, it might make you 
seem more human but fuck it. I don't want to seem 
ause you have to entertain people. I hate huge gaps 
bwteen songs, I hate mistakes. OK, it might make you 
seem more humna, but fuck it, I don't want to seem 
human. I want to be really professional, have people 
enjoy it. Not too slick...
RR (to Mark and Andrew): Do you go along with all 
this? (sounds of agreement from the couch).
RR: What did you think of Rufus Red, way back?
JOHN: Really good. Never liked X Ray Z. Look, so 
far, we sound like a nice band that's paid its dues. 
Couldn't you make this a bit more spicey? The Account­
ants interview was nice and spicey.
RR: I could ask you the same questions. I'll ask them, if 
you like...
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JOHN: You could try.
RR: OK, do you get groupies?
JOHN (long silence): We don't have any.
RR: None at all? (Various mumbles of 'no') What 
kind of following do you have?
JOHN: We don't have a large following, really. We're 
a bit overexposed.
RR; Why do you think you get the following you do? 
JOHN: We approximate what they read a modern band 
should be like in overseas magazines. Short sharp punchy 
songs. The description seems to f i t  us. It's a form of 
elitism. There's a lot of kids (assuming an American 
accent) lonely, desperate kids (everybody laughs), 
you know, kids who go around in black clothes and their 
ties, like we do, and they just need something like that 
— it's a sort of mania, you know, they can't quite 
cut this punk rock business, for one reason or 
another — probably good taste is getting in the way. 
We're the ultimate suburban band, we just appeal to 
nice people.
Groups like the Accountants, they take the stand that 
they ought to play for the unemployed all the time. 
They're prepared to do free jobs and put up with really 
shit equipment and sound awful and the kids still get 
o ff on it and that's OK with them, but I just really 
hate that; I just really fuckin hate it. I don't want to 
play to people and sound bad, you know? We'll play 
any benefit. We've played Christ knows how many 
benefits for Adelaide University. They call them Pro- 
Abortion, or they call them Gay Soccar, or they call 
them....all these fuckin different names, but it's basic­
ally the same bunch o f people turning up and fuckin 
getting completely pissed out of their minds....The next 
morning they wake up with a slight hangover and they 
say "Wow, man, we really..." Heavy music 
appreciators, you know. I mean, we'll play as long as 
they cover our costs, and we get a good P.A. That's 
the difference between us and the Acountants.
RR: What about the money?
JOHN: We don't make any money at all. We are really 
badly paid.
RR: How much do you get, say, fo r playing at the 
Marry atville?
JOHN: I don't th ink this should go in the article either,
I really don't....
RR: Donald w ill cut out anything that's too controver­
sial, so don't worry.
JOHN: We get a hundred dollars a spot, whether we 
play a 60-minute bracket or three half hours or even 
two 45s. There are a few exceptions, but generally we 
get a hundred dollars. Now, we can play with a shit 
Sydney band like "Jimmy and the Boys", who would 
have to be one of the most god awful bands I've ever 
seen in my life -- they will get $2000 for just coming
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over here for a week, and they'll get accomodation 
paid as well, and all they have to do is be from inter­
state. If we moved to Sydney and stayed there for four 
months and came back here, we'd get treated the same, 
instead of getting the $500 we get now for the five 
jobs that would be involved.
RR: Are you involved with the Union in any way?
I don't want to get into a gripe session about us paying 
our dues or anything, but no kidding, people have act­
ually said to me"you're only in it for the money". 
People have really said that... My argument is we're 
paying our dues, we're the true rock'n'roll outlaws 
— just like the Eagles. The Eagles and us...(cross his 
fingers, everybody laughs) rock and roll outlaws to the 
end, you know...
RR: Tell me about the songs you write.
JOHN: I'd like to write boy-meets-girl stuff. In "Spare 
Change" I could never write a boy-meets-girl song or a
love song. It was always a really cynical put-down 
song. Or else it was a stupid social-consciousness song, 
which to me sounds contrived. I haven't got a social 
conscience. Since I've been in "Young Modern", I've 
actually got to write a few love songs, or comparative 
love songs, anyway. There's one song, which is one of 
the original seven we learnt, which we still have to do, 
called "New Wave". That's where we got our New 
Wave reputation from.Actually the thin ties are enough 
to make us New Wave, that's how pathetic it is. Vic 
came up with a fast r if f (hums it), I had to write some­
thing over it, he didn't like my original idea. I thought 
about it for a while. I'd been reading Musical Express, 
stuff like that — this is back the end of last year, punk 
rock is happening, so I wrote a parody. It was a joke, 
you know, but people really loved it. People still say 
"Why don't you play New Wave" — they really fuckin 
love it. It's meant to be a joke!
RR: Do you find that frustrating?
JOHN: It's stupid, you know. It's going to start sound­
ing as though I have contempt for the audience, but I 
haven't. But it shits me that their favorite song is a 
joke!
RR: Do you think your audience understands what 
you're trying to do?
JOHN: I don't think they listen. They get drunk, have a 
good time and dance — we're a dance band — that's 
fine, there's a m inority that listen to the songs and like 
them.Donald likes them, and people who write like 
them, Dennis Atkins, they listen, you know, when they 
are sober. I don't know, it's depressing. All I want 
to do is make a record. Make a really good album.
RR: And become famous?
JOHN: I'd like to become famous.
RR: What do you think of the Australian music 
industry?
JOHN: Well, I object to it being called an industry, 
for a start. It's just so ramshackle. It's run by pathetic 
people who can't get it together. It's the only industry 
I know....let's put it this way, most industries stand or 
fall according to how efficient they are. If a certain 
person in the organisation is inefficient, they get kicked 
out. But not music. In music, it's all sort of "Hey man, 
that guy's got really good dope, bring him in".
It's not a fuckin industry, it's a fuckin joke...
-  MICHAEL HOPE
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It’s Christmas! and Roadrunner 
has got six sets of CBS’ Great 
Eight Albums to give away. Just 
Write and tell us which one of the 
Great Eight Albums is not by a 
North American band or artist. 
The six winners will be drawn out 
of a barrel at the 5MMM-FM 
“New Ears Eve” Party at the 
Burnside Town Hall on New 
Years Eve (See Gig Guide for 
details). So get your entries in 
quick.
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A sampler of U.K. rock teev for you all — 
here's a bunch of New Wave groups who've been 
on either Top of The Pops or The Old Grey 
Whistle Test In the past month or so (Hence­
forth titled TOTP and TOGWT, respectively). 
Some have been good, a couple excellent, and 
some plain dull. Other groups and solo artists 
I've seen belonging to the unmentionable 
category (of which there have been more than a 
few, both in New Wave and MOR/Disco) I'll 
leave exactly in that category — unmentioned.
To start on a happy note — TOTP has been lifting 
itself out of the manically-depressive viewing category 
lately (apart from the goonish compering of idiots 
like Tony Blackburn and Jimmy Saville, who'd make 
even Molly Meldrum burst into tears of rage); and 
TOGWT, even with two comperes easily more stupe- 
fyingly dull than anything Flashez ever came up with, 
has been showing some good new music of late — even 
solo Elton John was quite touching last week. Both the 
Rezillos and Siouxsee and the Banshees have done 
10-minute stints this month. The Rezillos come across 
so well on the small screen — actually, they're much 
better with combined sound and vision than they are 
just on vinyl. The real humour and entertainment of 
their act is fu lly communicated — their conglomerate 
image has adapted well to the TV and the frontline, 
especially Fay Fife, has real tongue-in-cheek charisma 
and guts. The whole band has that slightly exaggerated 
movement of the New Wave bands, but in their case 
there's always a double-edge to each gesture ~  sort of 
like a hip,intelligent version of "Darts". All in all, an 
impressive and entertaining show which exhibits a happy 
control o f the medium they were using.
Siouxsee and the Banshees, on the other hand, soon 
ran into problems on TOGWT — they seem torn between 
the desire to let go completely as they would live 
(they're halfway through their first major U.K. tour 
with the enigmatic legend Nico of Velvet Underground 
fame as support), and wondering just how to get it 
across on TV, Siouxsee herself seemed more baffled 
than anyone else. She worked out a very uneasy com­
promise, looking awkward and at a loss as to how to 
appeal directly, go OUT to the audience behind the 
camera: It merely observed her staring fitfu lly  at us. As 
the rest of the band fe lt that the best approach was 
to ignore it and it'd  just go away, the at-times strong 
impact of the two songs "Metal Postcard" and "Jigsaw 
Feeling" (from their new album "The Scream"), which 
they did execute very well) was considerably lessened. 
Part of the problem seemed a rather mixed vocal del­
ivery from Siouxsee. who seems to have dropped her 
direct raw approach for a more mannered style — 
perhaps through the influence of touring with the
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indomitable Nico. So, a rather bemusing spot from the 
Banshees.
Another band with similar TV Eye problems, but with 
a very different approach to them, in Sham 69, who in 
the space of two weeks did two very different spots on 
TOTP, although they played the same song, their single 
"Hurry Up Harry", both times. On the first occasion, 
the band seemed wholly intent on totally ignoring 
the fact that they were in a TV studio and concentrated 
on attempting to whip up a storm of approval from the 
apathetic studio audience — always a risky business, 
however much response a band might generate at a live 
gig. True to form, the audience remained more interest­
ed in gawking or waving at the cameras than in the 
generally frenzied efforts of Jimmy Pursey et al. As 
such, it was a dismal media flop — the band looked 
desperate and disorganised and, at the end, all the sound 
and fury rebounding against a numb wail of faces, 
they ended up looking more than a little ridiculous. 
Jimmy Pursey ended up standing on one of the amplif­
iers, a la Iggy Pop, and looked more like some drunken 
Chelsea football supporter escaping arrest than a New 
Wave rock star (a self-admitted aim, the latter).
A week later, chastened by their sudden dying-the- 
death, the band looked tight and dangerous, leering 
their way through the number. Pursey, all energy as 
usual, appealed straight to the camera and generated a 
lot of feeling. They'd even bothered to choreograph 
a few close-ups on his face this time, to good effect. 
No change could be detected in the studio audience 
response, but this week it d idn't matter — they'd got 
through in media-land. Further proof of this were the 
charts the following week, which showed "Hurry Up 
Harry" jumping to within easy reach of the Top Ten. 
Unfortunately, it d idn't go much higher. Maybe next 
time, boys.
The Boomtown Rats have been featured heavily 
on TOTP lately, with a studio live clip that originally 
appeared on the same week as Sham 69's first disastrous 
stint. The contrast was embarrassing: The Rats cleaned 
up with a charismatic and mesmerising performance of 
their new single "Rat Trap". It's ironic that they'd 
claimed the week before to John Peel that they'd only
released the song (their fourth single) to prove they 
weren't just a singles band (it's a long, complex track 
from their LP). A t the moment, it's No. 2 in the charts, 
topped only by the Abba of 1978, Travolta and 
Newton—John. The sophistication of their TOTP perf­
ormance is one very good reason why it's done so well 
— TOTP is probably even more important for the UK 
market than Countdown is in Oz. The whole band 
was soperbly in tune with-, the camera and the lead 
singer, looking like a pre-heroic Mick Jagger with a 
sense of humour, commanding the viewer's attention, 
was ably supported by various cameo nods and smiles 
from the rest of the band. They look VERY strong — 
give 'em half a chance and six months and these boys 
will really DO IT. BIG!
Rich Kids, on the other hand, a band who RECKON 
they're gonna do it, did a couple o f very uneasy numbers 
on the last edition of "Revolver" a little  while back — 
they seem undecided whether to look punk or look 
pretty and their music betrays a similar indecision. As 
a result, they end up looking and sounding more than a 
little  pretentious. Not even the presence of Glen Matlock 
of Pistols fame (he was attired in florid Indian shirt and 
pressed jeans) could help them out o f rheir quandry — 
he seems just as hesitant as the rest o f them. The very 
big promotion push behind their first LP seems to have 
backfired badly — it's been out over a month and 
never did appear in any of the charts: Oh well, boys, 
think again and have another go,
Elvis Costello, live on TOTP, is a man with none of 
these problems. Having survived the blatant overkill 
of late 77/early 78, he did a well-controlled and pur­
poseful rendition of "Radio Radio", his new single 
All the attention was centred on his quirky image, 
and his TV presence had a real verve and air o f command 
behind it, staring intently at the cameras. It's paid off, 
as the Beeb have now picked the single up and all points 
to it being a hit: Which must be crucial to Elvis, this 
being his first real grab for the limelight-longevity 
game after the hectic days of the first two LPs and the 
successful U.S. gour earlier this year.
One of the bands currently in a similar position to 
Elvis, but coming o ff a b it the worse for it, is The Jam, 
who are putting out singles like they're soon to become 
extinct of late. Close on the heels of the relative failure 
of their rather weak version of the old Ray Davies/ 
Kinks classic "David Watts" (the best thing about the 
whole deal was the great poster that went up all over 
town soon after its release), their newie, "Down The 
Underground A t M idnight" shows a definite improve­
ment, and more tha a little  desperation. On TOTP 
their guitarist/singer still looks more worried than Pete 
Townshend talking about the future of The Who, and 
the other two twitch around waiting for things to take 
off. The result id a weird air of unhappy desperation.
as if they're in some way resigned to their fate of having 
to appear on shows like TOTP to make it, but would 
much prefer to sit at home and listen to "M y Gen­
eration". But the theme of this song is one of desper­
ation anyway, so the effect is quite catching, and the 
melancholy of the narrator's plight fits in with their 
strained faces. Perhaps the future will now be a bit eas­
ier for them — the single shows signs of doing quite 
well for them, safe in the upper half of the charts 
and with decent airspace now. Maybe they'll be able to 
afford to relax a b it on camera soon.
Another cameo, this time on TOGWT. from John 
Cooper Clarke, self-declared punk prophet-poet, comes 
off as both an almost humorous pisstake (he appears 
on camera carefully groomed to look the spitting image 
of Dylan circa '67, chintzy sunglasses and all) and an 
interesting indictment of various socio-cultural problems 
(yawn). Basically, the whole set is an excuse for Clark 
to monotone his way, in best punk tradition, through 
totally forgettable chord sequences and frenzied guitar 
solos, though some of the words come across well. 
"I Don't Wanna Be Nice" was abysmal, but "Readers' 
Wives" is a classic in its way. Over an unusually sens­
itive backing, he paints a touchingly sordid picture 
of the wives of fetish-magazine buyers, who get dolled 
up for their husbands to send in photos of them to 
the readers' column — one line is especially good, talking 
about the expression on their faces reeking of "Jesus, 
I'm getting cold, Harry — have you finished yet". 
Still, he's a bore to watch on Teev — maybe he'll sort it 
all out and become a sensation, but at the moment I 
can't see much more than a brief cult status for him — 
his whole style seems so endemic to the current period 
here in the U.K., like long hair and Screaming Lord 
Sutch 15 years ago. Stiil, I hope he makes it. It'll be 
interesting to watch.
A rather more interesting development was to be seen 
on the latest TOTP, with X Ray Spex doing their latest 
single "Germfree Adolescents". The sax player was in 
tune for once and Polystyrene actually sang instead of 
screamed. It was really very good, although Poly showed 
the same indecisiveness as Siouxsee had the week before.
looking a little  at a loss as to what to do while she sang, 
while the rest o f the band mooned about wondering 
what camera angle to strike or wondering if they were 
even in frame. Still, I for one, was impressed with the 
song and the performance. The basic problem for all 
these bands seems to be how to translate the energy and 
choreographed wildness of their live gigs onto the small 
screen. Poly certainly didn t  have the answer, but at 
least looked convincing in her (mimed) delivery of the 
words. By the end o f the song the magic had worked — 
I fe lt like buying the single even if they did look 
nervous. But it's still weird to see hard-core punks like 
X Ray Spex soft-selling their approach on Teev in the 
hope of picking up a hit. Credibility gap? I think it's 
more in their own heads than in the audience's.
A band that seems to have thought long and hard 
about all this beforehand, and befitted greatly, is Public 
Image, who did a filmclip version (good idea for a start) 
of TOTP of their namesake single. Working with people 
hired to do just one thing -  catch the band as they 
WANT to be represented — their impact was tremend­
ous. John Lydon DEMANDS the fu ll attention and 
commitment of his armchair audience from your first 
sight of him, dacing to the r iff at the beginning (which 
fitted in with the heading of a long and interesting 
interview with him in Melody Maker a week or so 
back called "the danceable solution") and looking 
HAPPY, or at least amused. Gone are the leers and 
hunchback-imitations of Pistol days — instead we found 
him almost smiling at the rest of the band in between 
verses, and contributing the the overall together image. 
His eyes as always, are remorseless and disturbing 
and the camera played on this successfully. The rest 
of the band looked enigmatically purposeful and comm­
itted, very much a UNITY. It was a very successful 
Teev debut for J. Rotten esquire, and one in keeping 
with his new determination to do his OWN media man­
ipulation, thank you very much. And, of course, the 
song itself is a killer — one of the best five singles of this 
year (not that this would be very hard to do in a part­
icularly flat year so far), with its shifting, hypnotic 
guitar work and impassioned (yes, impassioned)vocalis­
ing from Johnny himself, the whole thing bathed in 
reverb. Gone is the sneer and contempt of "Anarchy" 
or "Queen", great as they were -  instead is a vocal 
coming directly from the heart, all nerve-ends exposed, 
with the old directness and cutting force, but with a 
new note of something close to compassion. It's nice to 
report that it's all ended up with a Big Hit, with the 
single going straight into the Top Ten and staying there: 
And it was all done on Johnny's own terms. "A "  for 
effort.
Well, that's about it — the New Wave encounters 
Mammon in the form of TV Pop Shows. The variety of 
attack points up the current confusion and hesitancy 
rife in the bands, as they try to work out just HOW 
to get those elusive "monster h its" w ithout the subse­
quent New Wave anathema. Selling Out. It ain't easy: 
The System hasn't been destroyed, TOTP and Radio 
One's selection committee still reign supreme, inerad­
icable monuments to the corruptive power of m ulti­
national media interests and the new bands who ARE 
getting across have had to strike their own devil's 
bargain with the omnipotent demons of showbiz, some 
more intelligently and successfully that others. It's 
fitting maybe that the final comment on the vyhole 
mess should come from the one band whose impact 
has been in a real sense the deepest felt, an impact 
accomplished without the more invidious compro­
mises others have been fumbling towards, John 
Lydon, in the Melody Maker interview, had this to say: 
" I hope you realise that we're gonna lose. We're not 
gonna win, we're gonna lose and I'll end up in the nick 
or a mental home. We all w ill — we'll all well and truly 
fucked and next year'll be the end of the line...but let's 
face it, that's not such a great catastrophe, is it? That's 
doing a helluva lot more than the competition...Our 
necks are gonna be cut off, 'cos you always lose. You 
enjoy the first album or two and then that's it. Life's 
like a big mental home. They keep you under observ­
ation and you don't get away with too much for too 
long".
Jimmy Pursey — be warned!
-- KEITH SHADWICKSPORYSs SO OBVIOUS?
Are the Sports attempting to become a 
clone of Elvis Costello and the Attract­
ions? Whether they are conscious of it 
or not they have certainly changed their 
direction considerably in the past year 
and try  as I may, I can't help but notice 
similarities between the (1978 version) 
Sports and Costello.
This can partly be excused as bad luck. The 
Sports had no idea when they released "Boys, 
What Did The Detective Say?" that Costello 
would release "Watching The DEtectives", 
nor could they have forseen that their latest 
single "Who Listens To The Radio?" would
“You point to a picture,
Yeah, it looks just like me.
A little thinner maybe.
But I can see.
It’s got that look I feel 
When I am not real”.
-  “AGAINST MY REASON’
co-incide with the release if Costello's latest 
"Radio, Radio".
That is bad luck and could not be helped, 
but it's not where the similarities end.
CONSIDER: The film clip for "Who Listens 
To The Radio?" is set in a bright white room 
as was Costello's film clip for "Pump It Up". 
That's hardly important but have a look at the 
Sports' new guitarist, Martin Armiger, in the 
film clip — his bent-kneed bounce is exactly 
the same as Costello's movements in the "Pump 
It Up" clip. I first saw the Sports' clip with four 
others who packed up in laughter at the simil­
arity and since then a number of people have 
mentioned it in conversation.
It reminded me of when Martin Armiger
was an announcer at 3RMT-FM (now 3RRR). 
He and a number of other announcers, were 
playing Costello so much that a sign had to be 
placed in the studio asking announcers to please 
cut down on the amount of Elvis Costello 
material they were playing.
The last and most subtle similarity lies in the 
Sports' music. It has changed in the past year 
and sheeded all of its original rockabilly 
flavour. Steve's vocal phrasing has also changed: 
Both the vocals and sound of the Sports could 
easily be compared with those of Elvis Costello 
and the Attractions.
OK, I'm not trying to suggest that the Sports 
are Costello copyists — I have too much respect 
for them to even contemplate such a thought.
I MELBOURNE)
STEVEN REA
The Club Hotel is in the rough corner 
of Melbourne near Festival Hall and the 
railroad tracks that lead to Spencer 
Street station. It's neither a big nor 
ideally situated pub but for five months 
now. Two Way Garden.havffbeen playing 
there every Friday night slowly gaining 
a small but dedicated audience. Though 
I've been living in ADelaide during those 
months I've tripped back to Melbourne 
regularly and always timed it so I had a 
Friday night in Melbourne when I could 
catch Two Way Garden. They are never 
the same as the time before, constantly 
improving, and I never fait to come away 
bubbling with excitement for them.
Two Way Garden: Steven Rea, bass, vocals, 
the group's main songwriter. A thin, almost 
fragile person with sharply defined facial 
features and thin black straight hair that 
whisks across his face when he moves. He's 
quiet but friendly offstage. When questioned 
about the group and the sings he gives you 
his full attention, carefully choosing his words, 
speaking in a soft voice. Onstage his voice 
is high and quirky. At first I thought it was 
frail, expecting it to break and miss notes 
but it later became apparent that this never 
happens. Rather his voice gives their songs
It's a two-way thing
a designed suspense. Steve's bass playing is 
as unusual as his voice. His style is marked by 
hypnotic flows that have unexpected dips and 
changes.
Philip Riley is the guitarist and other vocalist. 
His outgoing nature complements and balances 
Steve's introspective nature. His voice is deep 
and resonant. Like Steve, he sings some songs 
solo but much of their material involves both 
voices throwing the kyrics between them. 
Philip is an experienced guitarist capable of 
producing complex progressions with almost
facile ease. It's not an easy task being the 
only guitarist in a three-piece group but Philip 
enjoys it, claiming that not being tied to 
another guitarist gives him greater freedom.
David Bowler is the drummer. I find it imp­
ossible to carry on a normal conversation 
with him as he has me doubled over with 
laughter most of the time with his quick 
witted humour. In his "uniform" (white 
trousers, striped shirt and tie) he looks as 
though he has just stepped out of 1966, but 
his drumming is distinctive 1978 Two Way
I do, however, believe they have been influenc­
ed by Costello more than they may be aware. 
Write and tell me I'm wrong; I'd like to believe 
so.
The final note: The Sports have now signed 
an overseas deal with Stiff Records (ironic­
ally Costello's former label) and leave for 
England/Europe early next year. It only needs 
one ignorant U.K. journalist to label them as 
a poor Oz version of Costello and they're stuck 
with that tag. (Don't forget what the U.K. 
press did to the Saints and Radio Birdman).
The Sports are leaving themselves open to 
a lot of flak. And with their ability they should
do something about it...... soon I
-  BRUCE MILNE
Garden — crisp, decisive and driving. When 
Philip and Steve start going off on tangents 
it's David who holds the band together, keep­
ing a tight beat. David's ability is shown best 
when he changes the rhythm of a song without 
pausing or missing a beat. These changes in 
beat occur often in Two Way Garden songs.
When trying to described Two Way Garden 
many people mention that they are similar 
to the Talking Heads. The comparison is a 
fair one;there are similarities: Two Way Garden 
are a three-piece (as were ihe Talking Heads for 
years), they are both experimenting with 
rhythm and syntax, and Steven's voice is high 
and succinct (as is David Byrne's). They first 
heard the Talking Heads just before their trip 
to Adelaide in July and include a Heads' song 
"Psycho Killer" in their set. It was a marvellous 
version, much more exciting and vibrant 
than the recorded version. However, they 
dropped it a few months later when they 
found comparison being made too frequent­
ly.
"Psycho Killer" is not the only non-roriginal 
song Two Way Garden have performed. Their 
set still includes things like "Suffragette City". 
"Summer In The City", "Fire" and old R&B 
classics such as "Talkin Bout You" and "Shin­
ing Snake". They even throw in an occasional 
surprise song like "In The Year 2525", which 
they used as an encore recently.
The non-originals are not used to fill out 
the sets but to make the band more accessible 
to people who might turn away from their 
more obtruse original material. At the Club 
Hotel, where most of the audience is familiar 
with the band's own songs, the non-originals 
are usually followed by calls for the band to 
return ti theur original material. This is reass­
uring to the band who were used to being told 
_____ cent, on P» 23  —^
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DAVE WARNER'S FROM THE
SUBURBS
MUG'S GAME
Mushroom
L 36759
"Mug's Game" is the most important 
album for Australian rock and roll 
since Skyhooks' "Living In the 
Seventies". There have been albums that 
have been better musically sure, but it's 
not the music content we're talking 
about here, it's the concept and attitude 
that makes this album — and Dave 
Warner — so important.
The crux of Warner's concept is amazingly 
simple. It's to be himself, no pretension, no 
flash, no imported trends and styles. Just a 
suburban boy, singing songs about things that 
are familiar to us all — the beach. TV on Sat­
urday night, boredoom, the disco, beer and of 
course the footbajl.
I'm glad he decided to mix live recordings 
with studio tracks as it gives the album a lot 
more breadth than an album totally live or 
totally studio could have achieved. The studio 
is used best on "African Summer", a tumbling 
word poem with an accentric arrangement 
and "Olkahoma" with its Rogers and 
Hammerstein flavour distinguishing the serious 
topic under discussion — death.
The single "Suburban Boy" is a gem, but it's 
not my favorite track on the album. That honor 
goes to "Mug's Game" itself, a stunning 13- 
minute aural caricature of some of Australia's 
trendy stereotypes, the surfie, the young rich 
hip playwright, and the disco shark, which 
finishes with Warner’s battlecry — "All I want 
is to be respected for what I am, and for you 
to be respected for what you are!" It's also the 
funniest piece of Australian humour since 
Barry Humphries' "Les Patterson — Cultural 
Attache" on his "Edna Everage — Housewife 
Superstar" album.
The semi-improvised musical monologue is 
Warner's unique creation (as well as "Mug's 
Game", he has "Monster's Back" and "Half 
Time At the Football" in that style). I think 
this man is inspired. Essential listening.
-  DONALD ROBERTSON
THE MODERN LOVERS 
MODERN LOVERS LIVE 
Berserkley 
BSERK 12
THE MODERN LOVERS 
Beserkley F
BSERK 1
THE RAMONES  
ROCKET TO RUSSIA 
Sire
SR 6042
The Modern Lovers — Jonathan Rich- 
man, Lreoy, Ace and D-Sharp — are from 
Boston. They're all-American kids who 
sing about Maine and the summertime 
and crickets in the lawn after dusk. 
They play the kind of stuff you might 
have heard coming from the neighbor's 
garage on a beery Satd'y arvp in 1965. 
Or earlier. They've got acoustic guitars, 
double bass and a drum kit made of 
alfoil.
And then there's Jonathan himself, a mus­
ical Richard Brautigan. A non-serious Donavan 
doing his kindy record. He's whimsical, oooh 
so whimsical. And he's clever. Tres clevere. 
He might be making social commentary. He 
might not. I think the odds that Jonathan has
a PhD in Creative Writing from UCLA are near­
ly as good as those for the Ramones being 
Harvard graduates. But in both cases, it's 
impossible to tell without researching their 
backgrounds — which, in my opinion, would 
be a monumental waste of time, besides 
robbing you of the chance to enjoy the best of 
rock music's very rare humour.
The "Modern Lovers Live" album is terrific. 
It was recorded at the Hammersmith Odean 
in London, before an enthusiastic crowd. 
They sing lots of little nostalgic and whimsical 
songs. "I'm  a Little Donisaur", "My Little 
Kookenhaken (?)" "I'm  A Little Airplane" 
and "Hey There Little Insect". They also do 
good versions of their English hit (here ignored) 
"Egyptian Reggae" and another instrumental, 
"South American Folk Song" — along with 
Jonathan's superbly terrific crooning of Pheelo- 
sophy in "Morning Of Our LIvs". There are two 
other high-spots on this record. The first is 
the version of "Ice Cream Man". They sing the 
last verse nine times, punctuated by evermore 
rapturous applause. The other is a heckler who 
(I think quite rightly) accuses the Modern 
Lovers of being "Luxury Items". In his bashful 
reply, Jonathan is either an excellent actor, 
or as naive as the world of the Modern Lovers.
"The Modern Lovers", their first album, is 
also being locally released by Berserkley. Sev­
eral tracks are produced by John Cale, includ­
ing the legendary "Roadrunner", and "Pablo 
Picasso". The latter is all abou how no-one 
ever called him an asshole. The record as a 
whole is rockier and harder than their later 
ones, especially the soon-to-be-locally released 
"Rock And Roll With The Modern Lovers". 
Lament the band. They've broken up now..
Da brudders, da dummest (or pretending 
thusly) band in da KozMoz, dese are da 
Ramones. I'm reviewing their "Rocket to 
Russia" basically as a preview to their new 
album which hasn't yet reached Roadrunner's 
hands.
As I said earlier, it's like the ML's in being 
funny, superbly funny. It's also hard to tell 
whether they're not on the level, or whether 
they're having their tiny following on. The 
cover, depicting a rocket (nuke) sailing off over 
the Atlantic towards Russia, is illustrated to 
the level of the sub-cretin reptile. Lovely.
The vinyl itself features classics (even the 
titles are classics) such as "Cretin Hop", 
"Teenage Lobotomy" and "Sheena Is A Punk 
Rocker". Most of the tracks are about Luuv, 
Drugs, The Mystical Impermanence Of All 
Things, The Family and Surfing. IN other 
words, it's a three-chord commentary on the 
AmericanWay Of Life that feels as if it's been 
remixed with the 5678123rd rerun of "People 
Are Funny".
My favourites are "Rockaway Beach" and 
their manic version of the old favourite 
"Surfin Bird". Thank god there was someone 
to step into the breach after the Beach Boys 
and Jan and Dean and the Sunrays. gabba 
Gabba Hey my little pinheads, may you durf 
on forever on two chords (forget da other).... 
-  LARRY BUTTROSE
10CC
B L O O D Y  TO U R IS TS
BRYAN FERRY
THE BRIDE STRIPPED BARE
W ILKO
SOLID  SENDERS
"Bloody Tourists" is the present lOCC's 
second release after the rather patchy
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"Deceptive Bends" and, as we all know, 
it's well into the charts. In fact it's 
rather a "fave rave", largely due to the 
inevitable success of "Dreadlock 
Holiday".
With some effort, I think I've managed to 
stop comparing this band to the earlier lineup 
with Godley and Creme and, on its own terms, 
it's not a bad record. On this release, the 
newer members of the band are a little more 
integrated, although Stewart and Gouldman 
are still by far the main creative influence. 
And rightly so — they have an uncanny feel 
for catchy pop melodies, amusing, sometimes 
biting lyric lines and, of course, painstakingly 
flawless production — the cover's bloody good, 
as well. The band 10CC as it now stands will 
never make another "Sheet Music" but they're 
still an enjoyable and credible band. I, for one, 
did not expect them to survive in this guise, 
but they're getting better and I think they 
got a few good albums left in them yet.
"The Bride Stripped Bare" is indeed an apt 
title for the new Ferry's solo album. It's his 
most unpretentious solo release yet (and the 
least commercially successful). Gone is the 
disposabke, stylised, posey elegance of the 
patst. The sound is lots less dense and he seems 
to be trying for a more varied style. Of the 10 
tracks, four are originals and they're the tearing 
away of previous images — "When She Walks 
In The Room" in particular expresses doubts 
of the past. The choice and arrangements 
of the non-originals at times shows a slight 
change in direction as well. Most work OK, 
although he could have stayed clear of "Hold 
On (I'm Coming)". It's already been done to 
death and he doesn't add anything to it..
On the other hand there's a good go at Al 
Green's "Take Me To The River" (it would 
have been better if I hadn't heard the Talking 
Heads), a very conving "That's How Strong My 
Love Is" and an uncharacteristic, beautiful, 
moving arrangement of the ancient "Carrick- 
fergus". Ferry's problem, in this country at 
least, is that he became such a darling, so much 
the groovy in-thing that nowhe's in a popularity 
backlash. "The Bride" is a bit of a change 
and nota very commercial one, and as such 
it isn't getting much enthusiasm from the mass­
es. After a few listenings, it's pretty good — 
if he's sliced his ego a little for this one, perhaps 
the reformed Roxy will be less dominated 
and maybe create some great music again.
"Solid Senders" is the first release from 
Wilko, the band formed around Wilko Johnson 
folowing his departure from Dr Feelgood. 
While Johnson is the main identity in the band, 
Wilko is by no means all one man. It's a basic 
gritty rage from four very compatible rock 
musicians, comprising some very strong tracks. 
"You're In My Way" features some great piano 
from John Potter (very reminiscent of the 
Sports) and there's a hint of reggae on "Dr 
Dupree" and some nice out and out with 
"Blazing Foutains" and "Burning Down" 
(among others). There's a subdued moment 
or two as well, such as the rather engaging 
"First Thing On The Morning" complimented 
with a great sax break.
If Wilko have any weakne.sses, it's in the 
vocals which, while adequate, aren't quite 
strong enough to push the consistently good 
songs to their limit and give the band focus. 
That aside, "Solid Senders" is an energetic, 
refreshing two sides of rock, with exuberant 
playing, god songs and, even if the vocals lack 
a little, it's got plenty going for it. It gets better 
with each play — give it a blast.
-  POMPOUS OLDHARSE
CHEAP TR ICK  
HEAVEN TONIGHT 
Epic Records 
CBS ELPS3890
A t the time of writing. Cheap Trick 
look like being the next band in Am­
erica to hit the big, big time. I'm not
surprised either — they have everything 
that is needed for commericial success. 
Cheap Trick's third album,"Heaven To­
night", is a clever mixture of aggressive 
rhythm-based guitar work, multi-layered 
vocals and catchy melodies. It's certain 
to gain lots of airplay yet sufficiently 
'h ip' enough to appeal to album buyers.
As well as a distinctive sound. Cheap TRick 
have a very distinctive image. The front cover 
of "Heaven Tonight" feature's theband's 
two heart throbs, vocalist Robin Zander and 
bassist Tom Petersson, while the back cover 
features the band's two weirdos: Rick Nielson 
and Bun E. Carbs. Rick, guitarist and song­
writer, is decked out iin what appears to be 
his uniform Baseball cap, catin jacket covered 
in badges , baggy trousers and running shoes. 
His hair is short; white-walled around his 
ears. His face has a perpetual, wide-eyes dem­
ented look about it. Bun E. Carlos, the drum­
mer, looks like Hollywood's idea of an acc­
ountant: Chubby in a suit and tie and wire 
glasses. He carries an expression of complete 
detachment. I've explained their looks because 
Cheap Trick obviously believe that their image 
is a major part of their masterplan.
Without the visuals "Heaven Tonight" is a 
competent, but well planned album. The songs 
aren't startling but they so have their high 
points — a good guitar riff here, an exceptional 
vocal line there. Nearly all betray a heavy 
musical debt ti the Beatles, the Move, the Who, 
and Harry Nilsson. Rick's guitar playing is 
particularly noticeable for its Pete Townshend 
feel.
It would be much easier to dismiss the album 
if it wasn't for two tracks "Surrender" and 
"How Are You". Here is where Cheap TRick's 
ability comes together and works — both are 
lightweight, catchy and lyrically far above the 
other tracks.
Two good tracks don't justify a whole album 
though. "Heaven Tonight" is disposable pop. 
If that's the sort of music you like then 
buy it — you won't be disappointed.
-  BRUCE MILNE
THE FLAM ING  GROOVIES
NOW
Sire Records (through WEA)
For the first fFlaming Groovies record 
to be released in Australia, NOW is a 
disappointment. It's more like a collect­
ion of leftovers from their last album, 
"Shake Some Action" (Now that WAS 
an album).
Occasionally NOW hits the high standards 
of its predecessor but generally it falls far 
below. Not because the new Groovies's songs 
aren't crash hot but because there aren't 
enough of them. The album is heavily weighed 
down with cover versions; good cover versions 
but the sort of stuff that would best be left 
for B-sides of singles or a live album. Of the 
album's 14 tracks only six are written by the 
Groovies (or rather, guitarists Cyril Jordan and 
Chris Wilson with the occasional help from 
producer Dave Edmunds).
In the past few years the Flamin Groovies 
have been heavily friticised for trying to 
imitate the Beatles. The band is strong enough 
to ignore these criticisms. However, they seem 
to have been deeply affected. Affected enough 
to record an album of songs by other artists 
as if in as attempt to say "See, we're not 
just into the Beatles". And then, they had to 
record a song "Don't Put Me Down", which is 
little more than them bitching about their 
criticis.
The album starts off with the Byrds "Feel A 
Whole Lot Better". The Groovies play it sweet 
and clean. The Byrds/Beatles combination of 
layered vocals and thick jangly guitars is cert­
ainly the Groovies' forte. The six originals 
on NOW are all in this vein. The non-oroginals
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include the Beatles' "There's a Place", the 
Stones' "Blue Turns to Grey" and 
"Paint It Black" and Cliff Richards' first 
single "Move It" . It's an interesting range and, 
if the Groovies aren't astounding, they cert­
ainly don't harm anything they cover . With 
NOW the Flamin Groovies have lost a little 
ground. If they have the ability to write classi 
classic rock songs (and surely "Shake Some 
Action" is classic) then they need to prove it 
now — and NOW isn't adequate proof.
-B R U C E  M ILNE
This is Joan Armatrading's fourth 
brilliant album in a row. How long can 
any artist keep churning out brilliant 
albums? I don't know but if anyone can, 
Joan Armatrading can. Without fear, I 
would say that, as a songwriter/music- 
ian/arranger, she is a genius.
Before I get too carried away, I'd better 
explain why "To The Lim it" is brilliant and 
the story is about 10 years long. Armatrading 
made her first outing in the late 60s with an 
album called "Whatever's For Us", which she 
co-wrote with another woman (the name 
escapes me). It was terrible. Could have been 
mistaken for any of a hundred folksy numbers 
recorded around that time. It seemed and 
sounded like she was learning to walk: Learning 
what the inside of a recording studio looked 
like, what sounded good and what didn't, 
what was possible and what wasn't. It would 
have all ended there if Armatrading had indeed 
been just another British West Indian trying 
to make it in London. But the difference was 
that Armatrading had a head bursting with 
musical ideas — innovations, twists, rhythms, 
melodies, originality. She took it slow and, 
five years later (after another album which 
I haven't heard), came up with the first of 
her astounding series of albums, "Back To 
The Night", oozing talent and energy that only 
people like Dylan have been able to — and even 
then, only in their prime.
"Back To The Night" was virtually a first 
album fron a new unknown and wasn't any 
sort of chart-slammer. That came next with 
the self-titled album. By then, the Armatrading 
whatever-it-is was in full bloom and, working 
steadily and single-mindedly, she produced 
a third stunner, "Show Some Emotion" a 
year later.
And now, "To The Lim it". Very much a 
milestone because it signals her first slight 
change of direction. It is not as packed with 
emotion as the previous' three, with their 
beautiful ballads, laments and symphonies. 
It's more Armatrading playing around with 
the music as a musician. It shows, in a different 
way to the others, just was grasp she has of 
the musical form: It's in her blood, she lives 
it. There's not one chord on this album that's 
a failure.
Armatrading has an answer for every musical 
situation — innovate! Not in a radical sense: 
She certainly doesn't pitch out the old stand­
ards of composition — melody and rhythm — 
like some impoverished jazz wankers have done; 
and she's not capable of three-chord ya-ya 
because she knows too much. By gently refin­
ing, planing the rough edges off basic ideas, 
she can achieve the fluency — yes, that's the 
word, fluency I — that eludes many others. 
Her music has the effect on me of energising 
and relaxing at the same time. That're rare.
And that really is as much as I can do to try 
to describe — silently, on paper — what Arma­
trading's music is all about, except that on this 
outing, as always, she has surrounded herself 
with great session musicians and works once 
again withproducer/engineer Glyn Johns who 
has been with her for several years. Instead of 
trying to pick goodies off the new album.
M S
how about a track-by-track rundown?
Side One: "Barefoot and Pregnant" — no rock 
description fits, really moves with great riffs 
and improvisations; "Your Letter" — a slowie, 
with superb sax solo; "Am I Blue For You" — 
tempted to compare with with something 
J.J.Cale would produce on his best night, 
extremely cool with the jazz feel; "You Rbpe 
Me You Tie Me" — raunchy with alternating 
quiet bits; "Baby I" — knockout slowie, once 
again with superb sax (I can't seem to find a 
credit on the sleeve for this player).
Side Two: "Bottom To The Top" — unreal 
piece of reggae,the lyrics of which reveal some­
thing about Armatrading's style of working and 
her ambitions; "Taking My Baby Uptown" — 
a boppy little number, almost sounds like an 
Elvis Presley sendup; "What Do You Want" — 
a quiet lament; "Wishing" — slow rock with 
some great twists and Armatrading's beautiful 
acoustic guitar underneath; "Let It Last" — 
almost folksy or gospel with Armatrading on 
12-string.
It's interesting that the music, not the lyrics, 
is the centrepoint of this album particularly. 
Armatrading has never written lyrics with deep 
mystical meanings — they're mostly personal 
and simple (and politically safe). This seems to 
say something about her which she doesn't 
talk about in the rare interview, and which she 
probably wouldn't be interested in articulating 
to the rock press anyway: That she really is 
just a musician — a brilliant one — and sno 
sort of star-spangled crazy or performing 
revolutionary. Feminism, for example, only 
makes it once on "To The Lim it", and then 
only mildly in "Barefoot and Pregnant". I 
gues this is what has got the rock press 
buggered: She really is just a simple, emotional 
person (who happens to be a brilliant musician) 
and she doesn't want people prying, the same 
as you or I wouldn't.
The mystery for me is certainly her music. If 
it was a choice between a two-hour interview 
and 10 minutes in the booth at the studio, 
I'd risk the latter — even just a glimpse to try 
to work out how she does it.
-  CLIVE DORMAN
999
999
Wizard
ZL2 29
BUZZCOCKS
BUZZCOCKS
A N O T H E R  M USIC  IN  A  D IF F E R E N T
K IT C H E N
Wizard
ZL228
Peter Shelley on the Buzzcocks' "A n ­
other Music In A Different Kitchen" 
has a voice like Freddy, o f Freddy and 
The Dreamers. Not many people these 
days remember Freddy but in 1963, 
when "Who Wears Short Shorts" was 
Tony Blackburn's "Pick-to-Click", 
Freddy was a firm favorite in Miss 
Graph's class at St Joseph's Primary 
School, Manchester. I can well remem­
ber my awe when Thomas MOrgan told 
me in the strictest confidence that his 
sister had "gone ou t" w ith Freddy 
before he became a regular on "Thank 
Your Lucky Stars". Those were innocent 
days and I'm sure they never did more
than hold hands......
British rock'n'roll has been decisively 
shaped by the Manchunian Quintet. Freddu 
was the first pop singer ever to wear odd 
clothes and jump up and down while he was 
singing songs. Cruel people used to say that 
Mick Jagger was only a pale imitation. I know 
for a fact that the Rolling Stones would never 
mime their fab singles on the same television
program that Freddy was miming his on.
Of course, as far as I know, Peter Shelly 
doesn't jump up and down while he sings and 
plays the guitar — doing three things at once 
would take a tremendous amount of concent­
ration. But he does come from the same place, 
and they sound terribly similar — who knows, 
if Bronwyn Morgan hasn't got herself a steady 
fella by now......
The other good thing about punk rock is that 
is has re-emphasised the significance of the 
bass and drum for popular music. On both 
these LPs there is some very good bass and 
drum playing. The Buzzcocks also use not bad 
lyrics now and then, an example of which is:
"And I don't like French kissing, 
Cos you swallow my tongue. 
And you think you're so bold. 
And you don't want me,
Cos you think I'm so dumb,
dum dum
de dum dum
dum dum
de dum dum".
which I find appealing, in an odd sort of way. 
I can't honestly say that their tunes appeal to 
me that much though, although I like their 
hit single "What Do I Get", quite a lot.
One thinrg pop groups have to do is look good. 
That's why no-one ever likes Australian bands. 
They have terrible hair cuts, and they either 
dress like bank clerks and look like Sherbert, 
or dress like hairdressers and look like the 
Little River Band — that's when they don't 
look as though they spend all of their time 
hanging about outside fish and chip shops. 
999 understand that a band has to look N IFTY , 
if they don't want the audience finding each 
other more interesting to watch than what's 
happening on stage. The front of 999,'s self- 
titled long playing record sports a very colorful 
photograph of them dressed in their best 
Carnaby Street gear, and with interesting 
haircuts. Well done boys!
Unfortunately, like all the other punk records 
I got to review, the music isn't very interesting. 
The influences are Ziggy Stardust, but the lead 
singer's voice is a little too adolescent to carry 
it off, as are the lyrics. There are one or two 
good tunes that would probably come off well 
live if they can play them, but for the immense 
amount records cost these days, you can prob­
ably leave it out of your collection — after 
all, if you re-sell it to the second hand dealers, 
you'll only get $2 maximum, and that's if 
you're lucky......
-M IC H A E L  HOPE
RICHARD CLAPTON  
PAST H ITS  A N D  PREVIEW S  
In fin ity  
L 36691
A timely release for young Richard. 
Not much news has filtered back from 
the USA about how Australia's favorite 
singer songwriter is faring in L.A.'s 
music machine. But obviously Calpton, 
who is not the world's most prolific 
album maker (no doubt preferring 
quality to quantity) isn't ready to release 
a batch of new songs yet.
So what we have are two songs recorded 
in America, "Stepping Across The Line" and 
"When The Heat's O ff" plus R.C.'s greatest 
hits. I must say now that I don't own any of 
Clapton's previous albums so it's very nice for 
me to have the cream of his songs on the one 
platter. I'm not sure how die-hard Clapton 
fans are going to regard the exercise, but if 
they want the two new songs they can buy 
them in single form.
As well as Clapton's three classic songs "Girls 
On The Avenue", "Goodbye Tiger" and "Deep 
Water", the album contains the wistful "Blue 
Bay Blues", the drifting "Need A Visionary", 
the bouncy, slightly bitter love song "Suit 
Yourself" and Clapton's gritty anti-city "I 
Wanna Be A Survivor".
The album's liner notes, written by David 
N. Pepperell, are aimed at the American reader 
and this album would be a good introduction 
to Clapton for the Americans (and Brits) and 
no less good an intro for those Australians, 
like me, without any of the guy's previous 
material.
-  DONALD ROBERTSON
THE PIRATES  
S K U LL  W ARS  
Warner 
BSK 3224
Brothers;
The legendary Johnny Kid and the 
Pirates were a great English rock band 
almost 20 years ago until 1966 when 
Johnny Kidd was killed when he smashed 
his E-type on the M l motorway.
oulTiSin
Rock'Pop'Blues 
JazZ'Soul-Punk 
Reggae •Country
Ordering
Late shopping
Are you having trouble finding an 
album? We can order it fo r you 
from  the U.S.A. Most albums can be 
obtained within three weeks at a 
reasonable price to you.
A  new shipment of bargains has 
arrived. There is a great selection of 
jazz, blues and rock albums at cheaper 
prices.
We are open on Friday nights.. Come 
around and have a browse through our 
stock at your leisure.
18 PEEL ST., ADELAIDE Ph, 51 2051
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Ten years later, the Pirates — Mick Green, 
guitarist extraordinaire, Johnny Spence, bass 
and vocals, and Frank Farley, drums — reform­
ed to do a one-off reunion and stayed together 
to blow 70s groups off the stage. When you 
think about it, that's quite an achievement, 
considering the usual fate of 60s groups that 
have reformed in an attempt to continue their 
previous success. Remember what happened 
when the Animals and the Small Faces reform­
ed? Almost too depressing to think about, 
isn't it? Perhaps it's because these guys hadn't 
really gone onto "bigger and better things" 
and almost seemed to have emerged out of the 
suburbs, married men in their mid-thirties, 
quiet modest chaps with weathered faces 
they'd rather not put all over record covers, 
climbed into their striped pants and velvet 
jackets and played as if nothing had interrupt^ 
ed them.
They should have done it a lot earlier. It seems 
silly to listen to their music and be reminded 
of Dr Feelgood, when Wilko Johnson was 
inspired by Mick GReen to play that brilliant 
combination rhythm and lead guitar which is 
the Pirates' distinctive sound. Wilko Johnson 
is to be commended for encouraging Mick 
Green and friends to get out and plau and 
provide an established audience for that sort of 
music. And they must really be amazing live.
Their first album "Out Of Their Skulls" 
had one side live, featuring some old rock 
classics, and "Skull Wars" has three songs 
recorded live at the Hope and Anchor that 
make you wish you'd been there. The studio 
tracks don't lose out in comparison either, 
adding a further dimension instead. There is 
an improvement in the previous album in that 
Johnny Spance's ballsy bullroar vocals are 
better and they've done some more of their 
own songs which stand up just as well. "Long 
Journey Home" was written by Mick Green 
with Roy Carr (who writes for NME), "All In 
It Together", an amusing look at the rock 
business, was written by Green with Spence, 
as was "Four To The Bar", a celebration of 
rock music, and Green wrote "Voodoo" feat­
uring blood-curdling guitar, and "Johnny 
B. Goode's Good" — no description required. 
This is followed by a live version which cert­
ainly justifies the previous song, and then 
another live Chuck Berry number "Talking 
About You".
The second side opens with the last live num­
ber, a brilliant version of the old Fats Domino 
song, "I'm  In Love Again". It's rather a pity 
they couldn't fit it onto Side One, but still 
it establishes some continuity. This side also 
features an old song they've arranged, called 
"Diggin My Potatoes" a country-bluas style 
number which is very contagious and as sneaky
as the subject of the song. The album finishes 
off brilliantly with another great Green/Spence 
composition called "Shake Hands With The 
DEvil" which features Green and his telecaster 
in great form with some incredible playing 
which gets faster and faster and then it seems 
to self-destruct. Great stuff — straightahead, 
no-crap, kick-arse rock'n'roll from a bunch of 
old masters who certainly aren't past it. Let the 
Pirates board your turntable soon.
-  SUZIE WALTON
B ILLY  JOEL
52ND STREET
CBS
SPB237 232
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
THREE-W AY MIRROR
Epic
ELPS3923
DAVE MASON 
MARIPOSA DE ORO 
CBS
SPB 237118
How does a chart hustler like Billy 
Joel follow up a success like "The 
Stranger"? All of the danger signals are 
there — "bigger and better" production, 
more complicated arrangements (includ­
ing a few nice jazz touches here and 
there), and a cast of thousands to fill 
out the sound. A ll this could be fatal 
in the hands of a lesser mortal, and is 
even flirting with doom for Joel, as 
"52nd Street" doesn't have quite that 
same simple appeal that has made much 
o f his previous work a joy to behold.
Not that Joei.s talent for the direct comm- 
ercial-but-intelligent song shows any real sign 
of diminishing. The singer comes out fighting 
and the songs certainly don't lack punch. 
It's just that Joel is ever at risk of substituting 
cleverness for sincerity.
For example,"Honest/", a track in which he 
complains that "honesty is hardly ever heard" 
is a safe, albeit well-constructed and soulful 
piece of formula writing which he has shown
M u s ic
Richmond Arcade |opp. Malltown) Phone: 2236753
PERSONAL ORDERS TAKEN  
For imported records
Fast service. American shipments weekly. In most cases, 
records can be obtained from the U.S.A. in two weeks.
We are still willing to obtain imports for anyone who 
prefers them, but we stock a comprehensive range of local 
releases due to the cost factor.
PLEASE NOTE:
Devastating U.K. shipment expected before Christmas!!!
several times before that he can so well. In any 
case, it is overshadowed on this album by the 
more interesting "Rosalinda's Eyes". The real 
substance on this occasion are the last two 
tracks on Side One, "My Life" (who said the 
Beatles would never get back together?), the 
superb "Zanzibar", and the opener on Side 
Two, the brutal "Stiletto". Each of these 
do Joel proud both musicallu and lyrically. 
A further highlight is the amount of variation 
Joel extracts from his vocal chords — from 
the Walker/Righteous Brother harmonies on 
big production number "UNtil the Night" 
to the raspy bluesy style of the title track. 
All of which should be enough to make any 
album a winner — and "52nd Street" certainly 
won't be a commercial di^ster. I dunno, 
maybe it's only just that I can't get rid of a 
certain feeling of uneasiness when I see that 
each of the photos of Joel on the cover layout 
have been so obviously posed for. Or perhaps 
it's partly leftover reaction to a clever concert. 
OK, I quit.
It's not "The Stranger", but then what would 
have been the point of that?
And if you're surname happens to be Taylor, 
and you had a famous brother who made rec­
ords, and you were blessed with a near-identical 
voice, what would be the point of recording 
an album in the same genre, using similar 
melodies, same vocal intonations and similar 
lyrical style — particularly if you didn't do it 
quite as well?
Lyrics on this album rarely extend beyond 
the "There's a party in the valley. You take Sue 
and I'll take Sally" level. A guest appearance 
by Maria Muldaur on "No Thank You Skycap" 
is flat and ordinary, but then bothing could 
have rescued this song from mediocrity.
LT apes his brother well on "I Will Be In 
Love With You". " I'll Come Running" 
(Just call out my name?) and "Going Round 
One More Time". If you're a James Taylor 
fan starved of material of late this might help 
fill the gap, if making comparison at every 
word doesn't kill you first. "Livingston I 
Presume" will be forgotten in the Christmas 
rush.
Another album likely to be overlooked but 
more worthy of attention is the new one from 
Dave Mason. It doesn't exactly beat you around 
the head, but if you're looking for a rest from 
being beaten around the head, this might be 
worth a listen. As the off-putting cover 
"Mariposa de Oro" strays at times towards 
easy listening (particularly with a misplaced 
version of the Goffin/King standard "Will 
You Still Love Me Tomorrow"). But even here, 
as with the rest of the album. Mason exhibits 
a strong vocal style and some melodic and 
pleasant guitar soloing. Best tracks are the 
originals "Don't It Make You Wonder". 
"Searchin' (For a Feeling)" and "Warm Desire" 
— all on Side One. But "Bird On The Wind" 
makes it all worthwile turning over. But in 
case you're not familiar with Dave Mason, 
and you are tricked by the ablum title into 
thinking that this might be good music to 
flamenco by, the artist has travelled no further 
towards Spain than the Villa Mariposa mobile 
studio in Malibu to record this album.
-  ADRIAN MILLER
STATUS QUO
IF YOU CAN'T STAND THE HEAT 
(Vertigo) Phonogram 
6360 164
BLACK SABBATH  
NEVER SAY DIE 
Polygram 
9124 101
These new albums by two of the old 
crowd of the English rock n'roll school 
are pretty lame efforts. Neither really 
bursts with any energetic or enthus­
iastic rock'n roll. The Quo album retains 
some respectability because o f their 
ability to write fairly melodic tunes. 
Sabbath, however, maintain largely 
monotone melodies surrounded by crash­
ing guitars and drums which are tru ly 
well mixed (so well mixed in fact that 
you can barely distinguish anything 
properly).
Theproduction on the Quo album is some­
thing of an improvement on the kast shithouse 
effort. It seems that Pip Williams and the band 
have become somewhat more musically comp­
atible, but the whole effort is still too clinical 
and all feeling for the songs seems to be lost. 
The album opens well with the single and per­
haps the best track on the album, "Again and 
Again". But they don't really get going again 
untui the very last song (which is marred by 
the inane use of horns). Sure, there's uptempo 
numbers in between, but it's hardly worth the 
effort of tapping your foot to them.
The addition of Andy Brown on keyboards 
has filled the sound out somewhat and tended 
to mellow out the usual raunchy rhythm 
guitar of Rick Parfitt. Nevertheless, Bown 
practically carries the backing on the pleas­
ant ballad "Someone Show Me Home" and 
adds a good boogie piano track on "Like A 
Good Girl".
One can't help getting the feeling that Quo 
are again trying to crack the elusive American 
market and many tracks are catchy enough 
and not too heavy to get radio airplay. Perhaps 
Quo fans should hope they crack it, then they 
might get back to playing some good rock'n' 
roll. If you like Quo, you'll probably like this 
one, but I doubt if it will win any new fans.
-  MARK W ITHNELL
DIRE STRAITS  
DIRE STRAITS 
Vertigo 
6360 162
This album is the giant-killing success 
story of the year. From absolutely no­
where this four-piece Newcastle band's 
debut platter has knocked o ff the giants 
of the vinyl jungle (La Ronstadt, El Bee 
Gees, Grease and War Of The VVorlds).
Ail the much stranger, too, in that the success 
has been achieved with minimal promotion. It 
is word of mouth and an absolutely killer single 
"Sultans of Swing" that has done it.
The comparisons with J.J.Cale, Ry 
Cooder, Dave Edmunds, John Martyn etc 
etc etc have already been drawn so I'll 
opt out of the "spot the riff" compet­
ition.
The music is basically American country 
rock flavoured, but done very sparsely 
and crisply. Mark Knopfler's guitar is the 
stand-out instrument. His playing is, 
as with the best country guitarists, 
beautifully understated — not one unnec­
essary note to be found.
The music chugs along here, slinks along 
there, never raising its speed above a 
comfortable canter. It's very relaxing, 
just the thing to calm one's nerves after 
a pacey day at the office or a heavy 
session down at the dole. Beautiful
mood music.
I'm a little surprised at how well the album 
has done here in Australia but it's 
nice to see genuine musicianship reaping 
its deserved rewards.
-  DONALD ROBERTSON
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CHICAGO  
HOT STREETS 
CBS
SBP 23726
Since Terry Kath, the late lead guitar­
ist o f Chicago acccidentally shot him­
self earlier this year, the band has been 
looking fo r a replacement. A fter audition­
ing 35 guitarists, they finally chose 
Donnie Dacus, who makes his debut 
with some good guitar playing and shows 
he has a good voice, too.
This album' also features a new producer 
for the band, in the person of Phil Ramone 
(not another one of da brudders Ramone? 
— Ed.) who has achieved a well mixed and 
tight sound.
The single lifted from the album "Alive 
Again" is already getting airplay. Written by 
trombonist James Pankow it is vintage 
Chicago.
Peter Cetera sings on most of the 10 tracjs 
included here and his distinctive voice is the 
most obvious Chicago imprint on the album.
As well as contributing some worthy guitar 
solos Donnie Dacus takes lead vocals on two 
tracks "Take A Chance" and "A in 't Time". 
Another track that is interesting is "Little  
Miss Lovin' " which has the commercial hot 
sound of the Bee Gees on backing vocals.
With the band due in Australia in January, 
I don't suppose they need great raves to sell 
records but if you dig Chicago then this album 
deserves listening to.
-  M .KAPLOON/G.MILKENS ;
SA N TA N A  
IN N E R  SECRETS 
CBS
SBP 237228
Santana's latest album features a varied 
contrast in tempo and styles. There's 
the accepted tight percussion and guitar 
sound which has made Carlos and the 
band renowned, plus an attempt on this 
album to Impress a younger audience.
One track in particular, "One Chain (Don't 
Make No Prison)" was obviously written 
with "Saturday Night Fever" in the minds of 
co-writers Lambert and Potter.
The mood that this album creates is defin­
itely not all Coca-Cola and ice-cream though. 
Greg Walker's subtle and smooth vocals and 
— needless to say — Carlos' up-front guitar 
guarantee that hard core Santana freaks will 
not be disappointed.
There's a lot more harmony on this album 
than on the last few Santana outings. "Dealer" 
and "Spanish Pose" feature South American 
rhythm, highlighting the band's three percuss­
ionists, Raul Rekow, Armando Pereza and Pete 
Escovedo. There's also a rehash of the old 
Blind Faith standard "Well Alright", needless 
to say D.C. Santana style — probably the single 
to be lifted off the album.
Overall a good album, well produced and sure 
to please all converted and would-be converted.
-  M .KAPLOON/G.MILKENS
TOM  W AITS  
BLUE VALENTINE 
Asylum Records 
6E-162
Anything I say about this record is 
absolutely superfluous. Tom Waits is a 
poet, and he says all that can be said in 
his songs.
"Blue Valentine" is a superb poetic state­
ment about the American city night — peopled 
by down-and-outs, crims, very young and 
not-so-young hookers, and various ghetto
groups. Tom Waits in his gravelly, alcoholic 
voice, gives them all a chance to be heard.
In his songs they play out their lives in a world 
filled with custom cars, 24-hour gass stations 
and drug stores. He contrasts innocence and 
violence — pictures painted of young girls 
with no money venturing into the night for the 
first time — and the seedy conmen who are 
driving down every street, looking to take 
them for anything they might have. The role 
of the police and the middle class in this world 
is sketched in briefly but deftly in "$29.00". 
This is probably my favorite track on Side One, 
although it's hard to choose.
I should mention that Waits opens the album 
with "Somewhere" from "West Side Story", 
which he turns into a magnificent anthem 
for the down-and-out and the drunk.
On Side Two I was particularly impressed 
by "Kentucky Avenue" and "Blue Valentines" 
although again it's hard to choose.
I can only restate what I said in the beginn­
ing — the record is full of poetry. In fact, I 
think Waits has to be listed among the best 
contemporary American poets.
It's definitely worth buying.
-  DONNA MAEGRAITH
THE DEAD BOYS 
YOUNG LOUD AND SNOTTY 
Sire
SRK6051
THE DEAD BOYS
WE HAVE COME FOR YOUR
CHILDREN
Sire
SRK 6052
SHAM 60
TELL US THE TRUTH
Wizard
ZL227
LAURA NYRO
NESTED
CBS
The Dead Boys have released two 
albums, and there ought to be a law 
against it. The first is called "Young 
Loud and Snotty" and the second "We 
have Come For Your Children". They 
are a punk band from New York, and the 
silly little  idiots have names like Cheetah 
Chrome and Jimmy Zero. Between them 
they sport spikey haircuts, black shades, 
leather jackets and thin ties. They 
seem determined to get it right. There is 
nothing to distinguish one album from 
another. They are equally repulsive.
They songs follow the usual formula. The 
guitar bars A, F and G, the bass plods redund­
antly after it, and the drum thumps uninterest­
ingly in the background. The vocals are an 
unconvincing sneer. Lyrically, the songs deal 
with the following subjects: How talented and 
unconventional the protagonist is; how awful 
some women can be; how the protagonist 
knows lots more about FUN than the entire 
United States Marines; and how the BIG CITY  
can be sheer hell at times. One of their songs 
has the refrain: "I'm  So Bored". No bloody 
wonder!
Sham 69's "Tell Us The Truth" is a different 
plate of tripe altogether. I wanted desperately 
to loathe this group. I had read that their 
lead singer, the prominent East End greyhound 
fancier, Jimmy Pursey, was the object of the 
masterbatory fantasies of skinheads the length 
and breadth of England. Naturally, this did 
nothing to recommend the man to me, in fact 
quite the opposite. On a first hearing, the 
album was what I thought it would be — A,
F, G on the guitar, the bass plodding redund­
antly behind, and the drums thumping an 
unbelievably basic beat in the background. 
After a few hearings, however, Jimmy Pursey's 
obvious sincerity won me over. He sings with 
passion about common Teen problems — living 
with a Mum and Dad who won't let you stat 
out late, lonliness, getting into fights, and 
running away from Bostall. Jimmy writes as 
though for a Dolly magazine with street cred­
ibility.
The fourth album, thankfully, is not Punk — 
"Nested" by Laura Nyro. Musically her style 
is sub-Joni Mitchell. Lyrically, she does nothing 
unexpected — yearns to go downtown against 
Moma's wishes, feels mixed up about"things", 
wishes to be liberated, but has a taste for 
macho men — Mer Her Feel Like A Woman, 
I expect. A nice album for late at night when
you don't want anything too Mtterruptive......
-  M ICHAEL HOPE
see this in a record shop have a listen to "Jet 
Spotter Of The Track" and "Really Free". 
If you like them you'll like the album.
-  DONALD ROBERTSON
C H IEFTA IN S
CHIEFTAINS 1 & CHIEFTAINS 7 
CBS
SBP 237219 & SBP 237199
JOHN OTW AY AND  
W ILD W IL L Y  BARRATT  
OTWAY AND BARRATT 
Wizard 
ZL226
In the great tradition of eccentric 
British rockers comes this first 
album from Otway and Barratt. 
It's very hard to describe the music 
— there's a strong country element 
(Wild Willy's fiddle) some strong 
chunky chords from Otway's guitar 
as well as some haunting acoustic 
picking.
But it's Otway's songs that are this album's 
strong point. They have touches of craziness 
(as on the manic "(Cor Baby, That's) Really 
Free"), humour and fun ("Jet Spotter Of The 
Track") gothic melodrama in their version 
of Bob (Elusive Butterfly) Lind's "Cheryl's 
Going Home" (Bob Who?).
Otway is not afraid to go over the top. Liv, 
he has been seen to roll around the stage, 
still playing his guitar, jump into the audience 
and generally indulge in various crazy antics. 
Most acts of this nature are associated with 
technoflash heavy metal outfits — not semi­
acoustic bop outfits like O & B.
But he has a gentle, whimsical side too. 
Tracks like "Gypsy" and "Geneve" are straight 
from the heart.
A collection of various styles harnessed 
together by Otway's sheer personality. If you
CBS Australia recently released 
"Chieftains 7", which first appeared 
overseas last year. They've also re-rel­
eased the Chieftains' first album "Chief­
tains 1", which dates back to 1964.
The re-released affords a good opportunity 
to review the musical history of the Chieft­
ains, and also to say something on the evolut­
ion of folk music in general.
The Chieftains as a group came into being 
as part of the general renaissance of folk music 
in Ireland after the Second World War. When 
"Chieftainsi" was released nearly 15 years 
ago, this interest hadn't spread beyond the 
shores of Ireland. Yet in the last 15 years, 
Irish music has grown in popularity throughout 
the English-speaking world — especially in 
places like Australia where there are large 
numbers of Irish descendants. The Chieftains 
themsives have ridden on the wave if this new 
enthusiasm for their national music. They've 
grown from a little-known band of specialist 
musicians to one of international reputation.
A living musical tradition doesn't survive in 
a vacuum — it continually absorbs contempor­
ary influences, and adapts itself to reflect 
the different concerns of different eras.
A comparison of 'Chieftains 1" and "Chieft­
ains 7" illustrates this. "Chieftains 1" is much 
more 'purist' as far as traditional Irish music 
is played. As it said on the sleeve back in 1964: 
" It  has been subjected to the arrangement 
neither of the academic music-room nor or 
the pop factory. Every tune is played as you 
would hear it in a country kitchen or a village 
pub".
But the country kitchen and the village pub 
have never been museums in which the purest 
form of traditional music can be carefully 
protected from any harsh or nasty modern 
influences. Musicians in Ireland have gladly 
experimented with new ideas and responded 
to new influences in the past — the concert­
ina was a relatively new arrival in Irish pubs 
and kitchens a century ago.
"Chieftains 7", released last year, contains in 
a nutshell the responses this particular band of
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traditional musicians have made to the modern 
world.
They're essentially the same band — they still 
try to include a good variety of jigs, reels, 
hornpipes and airs on the record to give the 
new listener immediate access to the broad 
spectrum of Irish music; and they still ensure 
that each musician is given the chance to show 
his particular instrument at its best. But the 
music of "Chieftains 7" has a much fuller 
sound. The arrangements are more complex, 
more forceful, more modern. There's a definite 
jazz rhythm in places, and where Derek Bell 
is arranging the music, there's a strong classic­
al feel.
In "Chieftains 1" they're collecting rather 
than interpreting Irish music — whereas in 
"Chieftains 7" they're re-expressing that same 
music in a very individual and very modern 
way. It's hard to pick out any one set 
over the others — but perhaps "Away We Go 
Again", put together by Paddy Moloney 
on Side One, illustrates the point I'm making.
Side Two has the more interesting selection, 
I think. "The Fairies Lamentation And Dance", 
arranged by Derek Bell, shows the Chieftains 
at their best.
Both "Chieftains 1" and "Chieftains 7" 
have a good selection of Irish music, compet­
ently played in the usual Chieftains' manner — 
but if you want to listen to something a little 
subdued and with a very traditional feel to it, 
try "Chieftains 1'L If you're after something 
louder and more exciting, try "Chieftains 7".
-  DONNA MAEGRAITH
CHUCK MANGIONE  
C H IL D R E N  OF SANCHEZ  
Festival 
L 70097/8
various artists 
M O N T R E U X  S U M M IT  V O L. 2 
CBS
GEORGE DUKE  
D O N 'T  LET GO 
CBS
"Children of Sanchez" is a movie sound­
track. The movie has not been released in 
Australia as yet and there is no film 
synopsis provided on the album sleeve, 
yet the intense South American mood 
of this vital "ethnic jazz" conjures 
images of "Lawrence of Arabia", which
isn't exactly Spanish, but well..... it is
active and exciting.
The sound is sparse, dry as a desert with 
plenty of room for the players to move and lots 
of closeups od Mangione's mellifluous sensual 
flugelhorn. Customers still "Feeling So Good" 
in the afterglow of Mangione's last release 
probably won't enjoy the abandoning of his 
rigidly structured pop melodies for the spon­
taneous composition of "Children Of Sanchez". 
This album has immediacy. "Lullabye" as it 
> is heard here was recorded on the first time it 
was played through! This is Mangione at his 
most challenging and compelling. On the 
album sleeve, he states:"Writing and recording 
this music was one of the most intense and 
emotional experiences of my life. I consider 
it to be some of the strongest music that's 
ever come from within me". Agreed.
Albums such as "Montreux Summit Part 
Two" are a prostitution of jazz festivals. The 
playing is perfunctory and flawless and so it 
ought to be with Ralph McDonald, Woody 
Shaw, Stan Getz, Maynard Ferguson, Slide 
Hampton, Alphonso Johnson et al dotted 
among the grooves. The problem is that there 
are too many of them rubbing crotchets and 
quavers, vying for their two bars of solo space.
It almost works on Steve Khan's "Rites of 
Darkness", almost. There's no room to move, 
little interjection, no elasticity, and therefore 
virtually no essential jazz feeling. It's an econ­
omical means of showcasing the abundant skills 
of the CBS jazz stable, but it's reduced the 
previously exhiliarating Montreux Festival to 
little more than a trade fair.
George Duke was one of the assembPed many 
at Montreux, under false pretences it seems, 
indicated ny his new album "Don't Let Go". 
George is losing his grip, the album is discofied 
fuzak (fusion music /  musak) and a dilution 
and spreading thin of the small amount of 
inspiration on his last album. Absurd lyrics, 
absurd crooning from G. Duke, recycled 
disco riffs. Leon Chancier contributes two 
lively Afro beat compositions -  "Percussive 
Interlude" and "Yeah, We Going", the album 
standouts — and Duke's totally instrumental 
soft ballad "The Future" is his only worthwile 
track on the album. Perhaps Leon Chancier 
should make his own album and let Duke 
back him up!
-  J ILLIAN BURT 
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SINGLES
That brand of rock most recently 
termed "pov\o' pop" seems to have 
taken over the Australian singles market 
this month. Well, that might be a bit 
of an exaggeration — you'll probably 
not hear any of these songs on the 
radio and here's been the normal 
rush of non-descript pap served up on 
seven inch platters for us consumers, 
but nevertheless the appearance of a 
good number of hard, fast, cute/gimm- 
icky/catchy, well thought out singles 
augurs well.
The obvious one, of course, is XTC from 
England. From their first album "White 
Music" comes "This Is Pop?" (Virgin, 
K 7278), by far the best choice for a single.
It's hriarked by distinctive vocals from writer 
/\ndy Partridge driven along by frenetic organ. 
The drums feature pretty much too — that's 
certainly what your parents and/or neighbors 
would hear from the distance. They'll prob- 
bably say something like:'What do you call 
that noise that you put on?". These are lines 
from the song, y'know. You can respond 
loudly, of course, along with XTC — "This 
IS Pop, Yeah Yeah!".
Virgin have also got this band called Skids. 
They've released a song called "Sweet Sub­
urbia" (Virgin K 7303) and it's pretty good. 
A great drum intro goes thump, thump, 
thump and makes you jump, jump. It 
then works around a repeated two chord 
riff at great speed. The words I can't really 
understand except for the two line chorus 
and title. I'm sure they must have a sig­
nificant and impoi^ant meaning, although I 
can't really make out what that might be.
I don't know if that really matters too much 
though. After all, what this song basically 
seems to be about is sound, feel and energy. 
It's got lots of all three.
Festival Records have got rights to the 
/Vnerican Berserkly label, "the home of the 
hits", as they call themselves, which is notable 
for its dedication to preserving the grand 
traditions of 60s U.S. pop. The Rubinos 
are but one band on the label. Their single 
"I think We're Alone Now" (Berserkly 
k 7165) has just been released as has their 
self-titled album. Both have been available 
from the U.S. for over a year now. This 
single is my absolute favorite for the month. 
A re-make of an old Tommy James hit, 
it's a "true" tale of teen love aand teen 
lust in the grand style of Annette, beach 
party movies, the 60s girl groups etc, and, 
by the way, the 70s' very own Grease.
Uke all of those "I Think We're /\lone 
Now" is foolish, frivolous and fun. It's a 
song of teen tebellion. "Children Behave", 
they say, they just don't understand, we're 
in love. None of this means anything to you? 
Well, what about sweet young voices, harmon­
ies and hook and great guitar. This is every­
thing about America — love, pimples, fun 
they taught us but never come true. Here's 
your chance to live out your dreams for 
three minutes. Buy it — or better still, buy the 
LP.
All of these three you can tap your feet to, 
dance to or sing to. If any of them ever get 
on the radio you'd be able to hear people 
singing the dioruses 10 cars back at the traffic 
lights and not one of them would feel embarr­
assed! You never know, one of these records 
might oust the Commodores from No. 1.
New Zealand and Australia's own Split 
Enz are quite suited to some of this new pop. 
They've always been a bit of an arty band 
and their latest direction finds them very 
much in the style of XTC. Well thought out, 
well produced, catchy tunes. They've got a 
maxi single "I See Red" /  "Hermit McDerm- 
itt" /  "Message Boy" (Mushroom K 7284) 
which illustrates all this.
The latter two go a bit ‘ ' with
gimmick and smartarsery for my taste. I 
really can't be bothered. "I See Red" 
succeeds, however, largely because of the 
hookline and a thin-sounding, pulsing organ 
which dominates the song. ^  the way, 
it seems to be a ditty about jealousy, but that 
doesn't really matter, anyway. I like it.
The last of the special records for this month 
is a real gem. Only the Rubinos' cuteness can 
oust it from my favorite spot and in a week's 
time I might place it up on top. The Only 
Ones' "/\nother Girl, Another Ranet" (CBS 
BA 222468) gives us a taste of their album 
awaiting Australian release. It's dirty and 
nasty, not a song to play to your parents.
That's not in the content, which is really 
just about how some girl sends Pfeter Perret 
(writer and singer) to another planet, but in 
the way it's played. The recording is just 
superb, giving almost a live feel energy-wise 
but retaining a real crispness so you can hear 
clearly the driving and loud electric guitar.
The Only ONes seem to be a guitar-based 
band, not in the precise and stylised way of 
someone like Frampton, but in a more 
basic and emotional way.. It's guitar played 
by human hands for human ears, to sound 
good and transmit energy. Love it!
Received one /\ustralian independent 
single this month (got an EP, too) called 
"Stanrp Out Disco" /  'Task Force" by 
Razar, a Brisbane band, I think. The anti­
disco song is not too bad. Real good senti­
ments as you can imagine
"Where is the local band?
They only charge a buck...
Stamp out disco, no more disco!
I said I wanna dance...
No fucking disco shit!"
Nicely recorded, fast, basic rock'n'roll. 
Side B is too — an anti-police song. What 
else from Queensland?
There's a few records come in this month 
that I'm not sure about.
One is Elvis Costello's "Radio Radio" / 
"Tiny Steps". To me "Radio" seems very 
much the trademark Elvis sound; thin organ, 
throaty vocals etc. I'm getting a little tired. 
For some reason it doesn't capture my 
imagination. Try it, though, this man really 
has proven himself too good to miss, even 
once.
The other Beserkley release is Jonathan 
Richman and the Modern Lovers "Egyptian 
Reggae" (Beserkley K 7163). It's a real silly 
record, an instmmental very much in the trad­
ition of the best if the genre ( like Bombora, 
or anything by Rob E.G.). You can sing the 
melody to yourself, nod your head, tap your 
feet, it's catchy. Could be the novelty record 
of 1978.
Nevertheless there are better Richman songs 
elsewhere. Try the "Beserkley Chartbusters" 
album for a taste of his good stuff and some 
of the other Beserkley pure pop bands.
Richard Qapton's "Steppin Across The 
Line" (Interfusion K 5293) offers rrothing 
new either lyrically or melodically. I played 
this five times before I decided that I person­
ally liked it but that there is nothing here 
for the non-Qapton buyer.
For someone who likes the man, there's 
neat little bits here and there, like good lines, 
pleasant guitar strumming, powerful backup 
vocals and a few others. But for those who 
aren't acquainted, there's the same old 
feeling.
Uke his hero Jackson Browne, Clapton 
seems to face the problems of lack of mel­
odic innovation. With "Goodbye Tiger" 
some of the answer seemed to be found. 
This single is an indication of things that 
need to be learned.
Dr Feelogood's "Down At the Doctor's" 
(United /Artists K 7268) is basic boogie, 
not really up to the starxiard they've achieved 
in the past
The Last Words are an /Australian band of 
some kind. They've got a single called 
"/Animal World" (Wizard ZS 196) which 
worries me a lo t It's pretty crass and clumsy 
"punk" type fast rock'n'roll. The cliches 
in sound and lyric get me thinking that what 
we have here is a bunch of studio musos 
out to jump on the bandwagon and make a 
buck.
If that's the case then I'm glad that they've 
jumped too late and they won't make any­
thing at all. If not then I'm sorry that this 
new band has made a record that's not up to 
scratch.
Let me finish with a couple of comments 
about two EPs, not strictly my subject, 
but they'll not be talked about unless I do i t  
First an independent Oz EP by Ian Stephens 
"Schizophrenia" (I'm in two minds about the 
title) (Reverse (X)1), Thanks to Bruce Milne 
for leaving behind this gem for me to listen 
to. It's turned out to be the most played 
record in my collection for the past few 
weeks.
Three songs "Culinary Capers" /  "Lovely 
Lady" /  "Crazy Dez" are all lightweight 
jazz, blues based things. Sax and subtle 
guitar form their basis. Intelligent and funny 
lyrics keep you listening closely and good 
production lets you hear what you want.
The lead track "(Baby) It's a Crime" is the 
real goody, though. Both guitar and vocals 
are just beautifully understated and the sax 
slides over the top. The soun overall isTull, 
without being cluttered, not unlike Steely 
Dan. A real find, this record. I don't know 
where to get it — ask at the import shops. 
You'll have no trouble finding Cold Chisel's 
EP "You're Thirteen, You're Beautiful /And 
You're Mine" (Elektra EP 12(X)1). It's deserv­
ing of a little financial outlay.
It's a pity that Cold Chisel strive to maintain 
their image of rou^, drunken, 
rockin boys. They are all these things, like 
naost bands around, but it doesn't tell us 
anything about their music. Why do they 
bother?
This EP have five songs "One Long Day" /  
"Home /And Broken Flearted" (both from 
their debut album) /  "Merry (3o Round" /  
"Mona /And The Preacher" /  "Wild Thing". 
The old songs come off better live despite 
Ian Moss' somewhat lacklustre vocals on 
"One Long Day". He makes up for it with 
superb blues based guitar and Jim Barnes 
is in fine form vocally.
The newer songs are in Chisel's more typ­
ical live style, rou^ and raucous. They're 
good and hard but lack innovationa and 
substance. The cover of the Troggs' "Wild 
Thing" salves Side B through. It is just 
superb — guitar and screaming vocal. Studio- 
recorded, they were great; live, they can't 
be ignored.
-MARKBURFORD
The last two months have seen some 
excellent independent singles appearing 
around /Australia: From the Numbers, 
Young Modern, the Go-Between and now 
the Manikins. Their debut single "I Never 
Thought I'd Find Someone Who Could 
Be So Kind"6"Radio World", is dean, 
powerful and instantly likeable. Both sides 
are reminiscent of the first Modern Lovers 
album. Jonathan Richman would have been
proud of "I Never Thought....." with its
simple riffs, apprehensive vocals and refer­
ences to pizza bars, darKes and romances.
The first Modem Lovers album featured 
the amazing song "Roadrunner"(good name 
for a mag, too!) which was an ode to 60s 
radio. "R ^ io  World" is a 70s equivalent 
of "Roadrunner" — the difference is that 
radio was great in the 60s and so awful 
today, and that's the basis of the song. 
It's Interesting to note that both the 
Modem Lovers and the Manikinshave based
their radio ditties on Velvet Underground 
riffs ("Sister Ray" and "Sweet Jane" 
respectively).
The Manikins aren't, however, trying to 
be the Modem Lovers. It's a fair compar­
ison but there are differences: The vocals 
are much more in tune than Richmsm could 
ever hope for and the guitars are thicker 
aixl heavier than anything ever attempted 
by the Modern Lovers. The production of 
the sin^e is good but not great. The guitars 
are too prorranent, drowning the lyrics and 
the drums need to be given a crisper souixi. 
But the faults don't hide the excitement 
contained within the grooves.
The Mankins' single will be distributed 
throu^ RO/ADRUNNER. If you can't 
find it in a shop near you, then send a 
S.S.AE. to P.O. Box 156, Norwood, 
5067, S.A and well work something out 
It's worth the effect!
-B R U C E  MILNE
Two W ay 
Garden
(From  page 1 7
that the only decent stuff they did was the 
coyer versions.
Two Way Garden's songs could be described 
as structuralist (the avoidance of unnecessary 
fabric padding, allowing the relationship of 
the underlying parts to reveal itself). They are 
an example of efficient use of voice and instr­
ument, neither sparse and lacking in substance 
nor cluttered and messy. Every instrumental 
passage is clear and precise without lacking 
warmth and feeling. The lyrics, especially 
Steve's, display similar characteristics. They are 
not drawn out stories but quick images and 
observations tied together within each song 
by a common expression or feeling. It is un­
fortunate that the words are often hard to 
hear at live performances for they are vital 
parts of the music. But it is an incentive to 
return for more.
Because of their lucid melodies many of the 
songs ("Overnight", "She's So Wrecked", 
"Never" and "What Will It Be") are instantly 
likeable. Other songs ("T.B.Vision", "23  
Nights" and "M r Bowler") are more perplexing 
and take longer to appreciate. The use of 
dissonance in these songs is hard once the 
ears have readjusted to their strange structure.
"Ollie Pienne" is their most overtly humour­
ous and least typical song. It's about a secret 
agent, Ollie Pienne, out to right the wrongs of 
our troubled society. Starting with a Ventures 
style detective riff it turns into a soft ballad 
that turns into a beserk free-for-all and ends 
up with soft ad-libbed jazz. Written by Philip 
in 1972 it shows the sorts of things he was 
listening to at the time — Django Rheinhardt, 
the Beatles and Frank Zappa.
The group's history is clouded in obscurity. 
Steven and Philip went to the same school and 
started playing together in 1973. They coined 
the name Two Way Garden soon afterwards 
and started rehearsing with a frequently chang­
ing group of musicians. In late 1976 David 
joined and they played their first public per­
formances. There was a second guitarist at that 
stage, John MacKinnon, who left the group in 
May this year to concentrate on painting.
I went to school with Steve and Philip and 
bumped into them occasionally afterwards 
so I received scattered pieces of news from 
them on their activities. In late 1977 I saw Two 
Way Garden live and was so impressed I put 
them on at the concerts I was organising. I 
thought that the audiences, which were presum­
ably coming along to listen to the new bands 
that were springing up, would also find them 
impressive. However, most of the audiences 
were more interested in posing and pogoing, 
and since Two Way Garden didn't try to im­
itate the Ramones or the Sex Pistols they got 
a negative reaction.
Around this time, the band linked up with 
Philip Morland, their manager. It is not often 
that managers are mentioned in articles but 
Philip's entrance was important for it was from 
then on, and because of his tireless work, that 
they started getting more exposure. One of 
the first things Philip undertook was to arrange 
an Adelaide tour.
It was the trip to Adelaide in July that gave 
the band their taste of positive audience react­
ion — two exciting nights at the Tivoli where 
the audience called them back for encores 
both nights. Two Way Garden enjoyed Adelaide 
(and the Adelaide audiences that were willing 
to listen to something different) and have 
been keen ti return ever since. Though they 
received excellent press and audience reaction, 
they have not been able to find a promoter 
to bring them over . Hopefully, by the time 
this is printed, the situation will have changed.
The next few months will decide Two Way 
Garden's future. They will either find they 
cannot continue playing their own material 
and fold or else discover there are enough 
people interested in them to support their 
existence. If they can gain exposure (and with­
out agency backing, that won't be easy) and 
give people the opportunity to hear them, 
the future of Australian music has hope. 
They are one of the most unique and import­
ant contributors to music around — there's 
no two ways about it!
-B R U C E  M ILNE
T U E S D A Y  DECEM BER 12
Seven Stars Hotel 
Port Pirie 
Lord Melbourne 
Old Lion Hotel
Apollo Stadium
F A T  A L B E R T  
S H ER B ER T  
F L Y  BY N IG H T  
SO UTH H A R LE M  
CO NC ERTO  
E L V IS  CO STELLO  
& J O  JO Z E P
W E D N E S D A Y  DECM BER 13
Fiesta V illa  S H ER B ER T
Old Lion Hotel SO UTH H A R LE M
CO NC ERTO
Lone Star Surprise Venue JO JO
Z E P &  A L IE N S  (venue 
to be announced 
F R ID A Y  DECEM BER 15 
Lord Melbourne F L Y  BY N IG H T
(9-2am)
Burnside Town Hall W ARM  JETS
SEC O N D H A N D  SHAKE  
BRUCE BR O THER S  
(Rock Miisos Committee)
Old Lion Hotel
Seven Stars Hotel
Studio 54 
(Tapley's Hill Rd) 
Creole Room  
Lone Star Nite Spot
Arkaba
SO U TH  H A R LE M  
CO NC ERTO  
PIO N EER  
JA Z Z  BAND  
SH E R B E R T
G LEN H E N R IC K  
A L IE N S  
(plus support act) 
JO JO ZEP
S A T U R D A Y  DECEM BER 16
Mt. Barker Institute Hall
B R E A K F A S T  OF C H AM PIO N S  
plus S TR E E T C H O IR  
Creole Room H E N C E FO R TH
Findon Hotel S H ER B ER T
(M ultiplication)
Bloor Court, C ity "F U L L  M OON
B O O G IE " with  
TH E  W ARM  JETS and 
PENSIO NERS
Old Lion Hotel
Lone Star Nite Spot
Arkaba
SO UTH H A R LE M  
CO NC ERTO  
A L IE N S  
(plus support act) 
JO JO ZEP
S U N D A Y  DECEM BER 17
Old Lion HOtel SO UTH H A R LE M
CO NC ERTO
Aldgate Pump Hotel SOAP BOX
O R C H E S TR A  
Creole Room SCHMOE &  CO
Gleneig Pier A L IE N S
M O N D A Y  DECEM BER 18
Murray Bridge B R E A K FA S T  
OF C H AM PIO N S  
plus D IV IN E  S ER VIC E
T U E S D A Y  DECEM BER 19
Old Lion Hotel ^  SO UTH H A R LE M
CO NC ERTO
Seven Stars Hotel F A T  A L B E R T
GIG
GUIDE
W E D N E S D A Y  DECEM BER 20
Fiesta Villa  
Old Lion Hotel
Loxton
STARS  
SO UTH H A R LE M  
CO NC ERTO  
B R E A K FA S T  
OF CH AM PIO N S  
plus D IV IN E  SE R V IC E
T H U R S D A Y  DECEM BER 21
Barmera B R E A K FA S T
OF CH AM PIO N S  
plus D IV IN E  S E R V IC E  
Creole Room SCHMOE & CO
Peter Jackson STARS
Aldgate Pump Hotel SOAP BOX
O R C H E S TR A  
Old Lion Hotel SO UTH H A R LE M
CO NC ERTO
F R ID A Y  DECEM BER 22  
OLd Lion Hotel SO U TH  H A R LE M
CO NC ERTO  
M IK E  PRESTON  
SOAP BOX  
O R C H E S TR A  
D A V E  CO LTO N  
Q U A R T E T  
FLOW ERS  
(plus support act)
Hotel Aust 
Aldgate Pump Hotel
Creole Room
Lone Star Nite Spot
S A T U R D A Y  DECEM BER 23
Gawler B R E A K FA S T OF
CH AM PIO N S  
plus D IV IN E  SE R V IC E  
Creole Room H E N C E FO R TH
Aldgate Pump Hotel SOAP BOX
O R C H E S TR A  
Hotel Aust. M IK E  PRESTON
Old Lion Hotel SO UTH H A R LE M
CO NC ERTO
Lone Star Nite Spot FLOW ERS
(plus support act) 
Arkaba AN G ELS
S U N D A Y  DECEM BER 24
Old Lion Hotel
Aldgate Pump Hotel
SO UTH H A R LE M  
CO NCERTO  
SOAP BOX  
O R C H E S TR A  
Elizabeth Rugby Club STARS
Creole Room H E N C E FO R TH
Victor Harbour B R E A K FA S T
OF CH AM PIO N S  
plus D IV IN E  S ER VIC E  
Gleneig Pier FLOW ERS
Arkaba FLOW ERS
M O N D A Y  DECEM BER 25 
Arkaba FLOW ERS
T U E S D A Y  DECEM BER 26
Adel. Uni.
Seven Stars Hotel 
Lord Melbourne
Old Lion Hotel
31ST A U S T R A L IA N  
JA Z Z  C O N V E N TIO N  
F A T  A L B E R T  
F L Y  BY N IG H T  
(8 -12am) 
SO UTH H A R LE M  
CO NCERTO
W E D N E S D A Y  DECEM BER 27  
OLd Lion Hotel 
Adel. Uni.
SO UTH H A R LE M  
C O N C E R TO  
31ST A U S T R A L IA N  
JA ZZ  C O N V E N TIO N
T H U R S D A Y  DECEM BER 28
Adel. Uni.
Creole Room  
Old Lion Hotel
31ST A U S T R A L IA N  
JA Z Z  C O N V E N TIO N  
H E N C E FO R TH  
SO UTH H A R LE M  
CO NCERTO
F R ID A Y  DECEM BER 29
Old Lion Hotel
Hotel Aust 
Lord Melbourne
Seven Stars Hotel
Creole Room  
Adel. Uni.
Arkaba
SO UTH H A R LE M  
CO NCERTO  
D E N N IS  W A LTE R  
F L Y  BY N IG H T  
(9-2am) 
PIO N EER  
JA Z Z  BAND  
SCHMOE &  CO 
31ST A U S T R A L IA N  
JA Z Z  C O N V E N TIO N  
TE X A S
S A T U R D A Y  DECEM BER 30
Adel. Uni.
Creole Room  
Q U A R T E T  
Hotel Aust.
Old Lion Hotel
Arkaba
31ST A U S T R A L IA N  
JA Z Z  C O N V E N TIO N  
D A V E  CO LTO N
D E N N IS  W A LTER  
SOUTH H A R LE M  
CO NCERTO  
T E X A S
S U N D A Y  DECEM BER 31 
Burnside Town H
Burnside Town Hall "NEW  EARS E V E "  
with YO U N G  M O D ER N  
S O K A &  W ARM  JETS  
(tickets only — Progressive 
Music Broadcasting Association 
phone 223 3016) 
Hotel Aust. D E N N IS  W A LTE R
Creole Room H E N C E FO R TH
Adel. Uni. 31ST A U S T R A L IA N
JA Z Z  C O N V E N TIO N  
Arkaba TE X A S
Countdown CO LD CH ISEL
Countdown (8-12am)
G IG  G U ID E  is c o m p ile d  b y  M IN G  w ith  help  fro m  
C e n tra l B o o k in g  A g e n c y . F o r a fre e  lis tin g , c o n ta c t  
R O A D R U N N E R
P . O . B O X  1 5 6 ,  N O R W O O D ,  S . A .  5 0 6 7
BAIXaES: Pistols, Holidays, Pretty Vacant, 
Nlsery, Save The Queen, Anarchy, Ranv 
ones. Cannabis, Graham Parker, Qondie, 
Bowie and Marc Bolan. $1.00 plus 20c 
post Most badges in colour. Full list of 
over 80 badges SAE Andrew Davey, 3 
Laurence Street, South Plympton 5038. 
Trade Enquiries SAE.
T R N
D
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SHOW AND GO  
MOTORCYCLES
31 BYRNE AVE  
SOMERTON PARK  
ph 295 4299
For motorcycle repairs, improvements, customising, accessories,
tyres etc
We are open Mon to Fri 8 .30  -  5 .00  
Saturday 9 .00 — 2.00
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